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ABSTRACT

The problem dealt with in this thesis is the way in
which visionary artists and poets describe their mystical
visions of the heavenly dimensions.

The research method

and design has consisted of an exploration of numerous
poetic texts and art reproductions in an effort to discover
poems and paintings in which the heavens are described.
Once these poems and paintings were located, it was
necessary to define the ways in which these various artists
and poets achieved their artistic effect.

Many works of

art and poetry were not chosen for inclusion in this
thesis, because they either did not offer a significant new
advance in the description of heaven or because they
described the heavens with too much simplicity and
earthliness.

The major findings and conclusions of this thesis
are that visionary poetry and art advance as man's

vocabulary and scientific and technical knowledge advance.
Visionary poets are always looking for new words to more
accurately describe the color, brightness, and transparency

of the heavens, and the developing sciences of astronomy
and electronics have supplied modern and post-Renaissance

poets with a greater reserve of words for describing these
things.
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INTRODUCTION

If heavenly worlds do exist and some individuals
possess the rare ability to be able to perceive these
unearthly dimensions, how can these psychics, seers,

prophets, visionary artists, and poets describe their
visions of these worlds?

How can an unearthly dimension

be described with earthly symbols?

Many mystics say there

are supernatural dimensions beyond this world.

Visionary

artists and poets try to create works of art and literature
which enable the viewer or reader or listener to experience

some aspect of the mystic's vision.

How visionary artists

and poets describe their visions of the heavens is the
subject of this thesis.
In this thesis, some of the greatest works of

Western visionary art and literature are analyzed and
discussed.

An attempt is made to define the ways in which

these artists and poets describe their heavenly visions.
Since a four or five or higher dimensional vision can only

be brought into the domain of three dimensional art using
three dimensional symbols and images and words, it is the

way in which artists and poets structure these words and
symbols that determines their final artistic impact.

Visionary art and poetry is still being produced,
and this thesis speculates on the future of visionary art
and poetry in its concluding pages.

It is not the purpose

of this thesis to prove the existence of a heaven or an
after-life, nor does this thesis discuss visionary

predictions about the future of this planet.

The main

emphasis in this thesis is on how the heavens have been
described.

Passages from The Bible, the Bhagavad Gita, and the

Dead Sea scriptures were used because these represent some
of the earliest known visionary works.

The poetry of Dante,

Milton, Blake, Shelley, and Keats was used, because these
individuals are some of the most skillful visionary poets

in Western literature.

Some of Whitman's poetry is

analyzed, because Whitman was a modern visionary who
prophesied the existence of grand and majestic worlds of

spirit.

Francis Thompson's poetry is discussed, because it

is both highly elaborate and mystical, and Hart Crane's
poetry is analyzed, because it contains numerous examples
of ethereal descriptions.

Crane did not usually create

deliberate heavenly scenes, but it is proved in this thesis
that the reader can easily derive heavenly images from some
of his. poems.
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CHAPTER I

FROM THE BEGINNING OF HISTORY TO MILTON

To a visionary mystic there are no barriers.

There

are no walls, no fences, no boundaries that can keep his

mind from traveling.

The modern science of parapsychology

is just beginning to classify and explore mental and

spiritual powers which mystics have studied for thousands
of years.

E.S.P. (Extra Sensory Perception) is a term

covering many psychic abilities, such as telepathy,

clairvoyance, prophecy, psychokinesis, and clairaudience.
A visionary mystic is an individual who sees or hears or

feels a world or reality beyond the three-dimensional earth

plane.

He sees supernatural lights and rainbow auras

around people.

He views spectroscopic heavenly worlds and

the spirits of the so-called dead (angels).
cally views the future or the past.

He propheti

He sees a new era

dawning, or proclaims that the world is on the brink of an

apocalyptic change.

He calls for a new era of harmony and

.enlightenment and the building of a paradise on earth.
Not all visionary mystics see these things with the
same intensity.

Like television receivers placed at

various distances with differing antennae, the visionaries
receive their cosmic revelations with a greater or lesser

intensity, depending on their own psychic and spiritual
development and the era in which they live.

Yet how does

the mystic convey the vision he has received to the world?
Traditionally, the visionary has employed two
media, aside from the spoken word, to express and recreate

his perceptions of a higher reality.

Mystics have written

down their visions in poetry or prose and sometimes have
attempted to draw or paint a semblance of the supernatural

beauty that they have beheld.

A visionary may try to evoke

a sense of the occult dimensions through music, and the new

electronic age has furnished him with new ways to express
himself.

Through video and film and laser holography, he

can create a semblance of reality.

Dream visions can be

fabricated to resemble whatever visions lie in the mind of

the mystic.

Yet, there are always supernatural elements

that cannot be described with three-dimensional earthly

mass media.

Often, a visionary can only sketch a simple

map, pointing the way for those who wish to scale the
heights.

Sometimes a visionary is unconsciously a prophet,

creating through inspiration, but not fully aware of what
he is describing.

Only a few people in his era may

appreciate or understand his art, for he is many

generations ahead of his time.

He has swung between worlds

in a kind of mental time-space machine.

He is like Moses,

descending from the mountain heights with the golden
tablets of his art.

The visionary is creating a window and

inviting the world to look with him beyond the edge.
The earliest visionary artists and poets known to

the present global village cultures created these artistic
windows to the beyond through sacred scriptures, poetry,

and graphic art.

There may have been visionary artists and

poets who existed in remote and forgotten eras, but they
are now unknown.

Some mystical groups and isolated seers

may refer to lost cultures, which were submerged beneath
the sea, such as Atlantis, Pan, Lemuria, and Mu, or

previous races of mankind, such as the silver age and the
golden age, but there is almost no physical proof of such
civilizations.

No works of art from such cultures exist,

although some amazing discoveries may be made some day
under the ocean to verify the existence of at least some
of these lost cultures.

But the oldest known works of art

consist of cave paintings and sculptures and scrolls and

wall carvings.

Many of these artifacts are of a religious

nature, and many of them are considered rather mystical.
controversy exists today over some of them, because many
individuals think some of the descriptions and renditions

of what were once considered gods and angels may actually

be representations of astronaut-space aliens from outer
space.

A

The early paintings and religious texts usually

depict these UFO-nauts or gods as majestic beings haloed or
ensphered in colorful auras and riding in celestial
chariots or space-ships.

From the earliest accounts of

these gods and their powers to the pre-Renaissance era, the
iconography and ways of describing these visitors does not
vary considerably.

These beings burn like gold or brass or

fire, and they ride in pearly or fiery or wheel-within-wheel
chariots.

Some of the oldest visionary literature of planet
Earth is found in the eleventh book of the Bhagavad Gita.

Arjuna is a mortal warrior fighting for Krishna.
wants to see Krishna as he really is.

Arjuna

Krishna finally

reveals himself to Arjuna:

. . . Then, O King! the God, so saying
Stood, to Pritha's Son displaying
All the splendour, wonder, dread
Of his vast Almighty-head.
Out of countless eyes beholding.
Out of countless mouths commanding.

Countless mystic forms enfolding
In one Form; supremely standing
Countless radiant glories wearing.
Countless heavenly weapons bearing.
Crowned with garlands of star-clusters.
Robed in garb of woven lustres.
Breathing from His perfect Presence
Breaths of every subtle essence
Of all heavenly odours; shedding
Blinding brilliance; overspreading—
Boundless, beautiful—all spaces
With His all-regarding faces;
So He showed! If there should rise

Suddenly within the skies
Sunburst of a thousand suns

Flooding earth with beams undeemed-of.

Then might be that Holy One's
Majesty and radiance dreamed of!

The verbal imagery employed in this passage is
basically simple.

The radiance of the Holy One is compared

to the multiple splendor of a thousand suns.

One can begin

to imagine the light of a thousand suns, but although the

passage quoted above is describing a heavenly revelation,
it does not go very far in enabling the reader to re-

experience the vision in its full and mystical totality.
It works well philosophically, because it defines some of
the aspects of Krishna, but it does not teach the reader

very much about heavenly dimensions.

The comparison of the

Holy One's radiance to a thousand suns is the most
evocative description in the passage.
The Book of Ezekiel in the Old Testament conveys

more concrete and vivid heavenly descriptions than the
Bhagavad Gita.

Whether the Book of Ezekiel offers a more

mystical philosophy than the Bhagavad Gita is debatable,
but Ezekiel's description of his visionary experience in
Chapter 1 of Ezekiel is more thorough and imagistic than

the passage from the Bhagavad Gita.

Both passages are

similar because they are about mortals who receive a divine
revelation.

Arjuna sees Krishna in his cosmic entirety.

^Bhagavad Gita, trans. Sir Edwin Arnold (New York:
The Heritage Press, 1965), p. 66.

The heavens are opened to Ezekiel, and he sees visions of
God;

4. And I looked, and behold, a whirlwind came

out of the north, a great cloud, and a fire infolding

itself, and a brightness was about it, and out of the 2
midst thereof as the colour of amber, out of the fire.

As Ezekiel watched, four winged beings with

blazing brass-like feet emerged from the cloud.
13. As for the likeness of the living creatures,

their appearance was like burning coals of fire, and
like the appearance of lamps: it went up and down
among the living creatures; and the fire was bright,
and out of the fire went forth lightning.

14. And the living creatures ran and returned as

the appearance of a flash of lightning.^
Ezekiel describes how these beings are encircled by

wheels which follow the spirits as they fly, as if these
wheels were celestial chariots or part of one large
space-ship.
22. And the likeness of the firmament upon the

heads of the living creature was as the colour of the
terrible crystal, stretched forth over their heads
above. . .

26. And above the firmament that was over their
heads was the likeness of a throne, as the appearance

of a sapphire stone:

and upon the likeness of the

throne was the likeness as the appearance of a man
above upon it.
27. And I saw as the colour of amber, as the

appearance of fire around about within it, from the
appearance of his loins ever upward, and from the

2
Ezekiel 1:4.

^Ezekiel 1:13-14.

appearance of his loins even downward, I saw as it
were the appearance of fire, and it had brightness
round about.

28. As the appearance of the bow that is in the
cloud in the day of rain, so was the appearance of
the brightness round about. .

Ezekiel's vision is obviously more detailed than

the passage quoted from the Bhagavad Gita, because in
contrast to the Bhagavad Gita which contains less specific
images, Ezekiel describes the appearance of heavenly
objects, like the being who sits upon the throne and the
appearance of the living creatures.

Recently discovered and translated, the Dead Sea
scrolls are the writings of a mystic brother-sisterhood
known as the Essenes.

Most of the scrolls discovered so

far were composed between 250 B.C. and 68 A.D. Liturgy of
the Angels, a poem written by one of the Essenes, resembles
somewhat the passages from Ezekiel quoted above, although

parts of the scroll are either lost or indecipherable:
While they are soaring
murmur of angel voices (
their wings is accompanied
song. It is the murmur of

aloft, there sounds a
), and the lifting of
by a clamor of joyous
angels blessing the

Chariot-like Throne above the firmament of the

cherubim, while they themselves, from below the

place where the Glory dwells, go acclaiming in
joyous song the (splen)dor of that radiant expanse.
Whenever the wheels (of that Chariot) are in

motion, angels of sanctification dart to and fro
around it, between its glorious wheels. Like fiery
apparitions are they, spirits most holy, looking
like streams of fire, in the likeness of burnished

^Ezekiel 1:28.
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metal or of lustrous ware; clothed in garments

opalescent, a riot of wondrous hues, a diffusion
(?) of brightness; live angelic spirits,
constantly coming and going beside the glorious

wonderful Chariot.^
Much of this passage resembles Ezekiel's vision.
Both Ezekiel and The Liturgy of the Angels describe

heavenly wheels and a throne, but the Dead Sea scroll is
more elaborate in its rendition of fiery angels with

opalescent gowns who fly in a shiny space.

The often

enigmatic description of Ezekiel's wheels is clarified in
The Liturgy of the Angels.

The Chariot-like throne is

surrounded by angelic legions in a luminous firmament, and
this suggests that Ezekiel's wheel could also be a ChariotThrone, a space-ship.

Some modern theorists interpret

Ezekiel's wheels and such objects as the above mentioned
Chariot-Throne as being UFO space-ships.

This theory

attempts to clarify the mystery inherent in such mystical
texts as those quoted above, by offering an interpretation
in the light of modern technology, but this theory is weak,
because among other reasons it attempts to fit a fourthdimensional supernatural experience into a three dimensional
frame.

A UFO would be like a rocket from the earth, a

three-dimensional object.

A heavenly space-ship could

^Theodor H. Caster, ed.. The Dead Sea Scriptures,
(New York;

Doubleday and Company, 1964), p. 372.
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resemble a flying saucer, but it would belong to a higher
dimension.

Written around 100 A.D. by St. John the Divine, The
Revelation is the last and most visionary book of The New

Testament.

Many of the images found in Ezekiel are also

found in The Revelation, such as flaming crystal seas,

lightning, and a rainbow-aureoled throne.

A highly

evocative image is contained in Chapter 10, verse 1:
And I saw another mighty angel come down from
heaven, clothed with a cloud: and a rainbow was
upon his head, and his face was as it were the
sun and his feet as pillars of fire: . . .

This passage describes the aura, the halo, which

enspheres the soul.

The aura radiates outward from the

soul in rainbow ripples like the flickering waves of an
aurora.

Recent experiments in Kirlian photography have

begun to reveal some of the aura to the eyes of mankind.
John's description of the New Jerusalem in the

21st Chapter of The Revelation is one of the most vivid
celestial scenes in The Bible.

The heavenly city that

John describes is garnished with gems.

The walls and

streets are luminous and glassy and golden, and there are

pearly gates.

This section of The Revelation is obviously

the source of the mass belief that heaven is a place of

pearly gates where the streets are paved with gold.
Although the above mentioned works depict

supernatural scenes, they rely heavily on earthly similes

12

and metaphors such as jewels, fire, and lightning, as in
the thousand suns of the Bhagavad Gita, the burning brass

like beings of Ezekiel, and the fiery apparitions described
in The Liturgy of the Angels.

A more advanced and technical

vocabulary for describing supernatural scenes does not

emerge until the modern era, for from the sciences such as
astronomy, optics, and physics a new assortment of words
arises such as incandescent, phosphorescent, spectroscopic,
and holographic.
Sacred books such as The Bible and the Bhagavad

Gita contain occasional heavenly descriptions, but the

poetry of ancient and medieval times seldom contains
celestial scenes.

Although Homer renders an occasional

brief glimpse of Mt. Olympus, to most poets of the
classical world the skies were a vault speckled with stars.

They believed that the universe was a pretty decoration and
that the earth was the center of their universe.

It was

not until the Renaissance and post-Renaissance eras with

such enlightened discoveries and theories as those of
Copernicus, Kepler, Galileo, Newton, and many others that

most people began to realize that the earth is only a tiny
sphere in a vast stellar universe.

There have always been

isolated mystical sects who have a more sophisticated

cosmogony and arcane knowledge than the rest of mankind,
but if any of these mystics wrote enlightened visionary
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verse, it has yet to be revealed.

It would have been

difficult for such writings to endure through the

repressive and inquisitorial era of the Dark Ages.
Dante's The Divine Comedy is a pivotal work which

emerged in the transitional era when the Middle Ages were

dissipating, and the Renaissance was dawning.

In The

Divine Comedy, Dante described heavenly worlds with more
detailed images and more thoroughness than any other poets

had attempted, but he still did not depart far from the
metal and fire images which his predecessors such as The

Old Testament prophets had employed.

One example of

Dante's use of fire and metal similes and metaphors is in
the XXVInth Canto:
. . . not unlike

To iron in the furnace, every cirque,
Ebullient, shot forth scintillating fires:
And every sparkle shivering to new blaze.

In number did outmillion the account g
Reduplicate upon the chequer'd board.

It is interesting to speculate on what effect Dante had on

the painters of the early Renaissance.

They must have been

familiar with The Divine Comedy and the Old Testament.

The

custom of depicting holy figures with golden halos had been

growing throughout the Middle Ages.

But in the 1400s,

Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy, "Paradise,"
Canto XXVIII, trans. Henry F. Cary (New York:
Publishers, n.d.), lines 19-24.

Crown
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painters like Fra Angelico and Era Filippo Lippi began to
produce works of enchanting supernatural beauty.

Golden

celestial beams radiate in scintillant rays from a

dimension beyond the air.

Heavenly beings plunge and

emerge out of the sky, ensphered in golden mystical lights.
These concentric constellations of golden lights are almost

the visual equivalent of the passage from Dante quoted
above.

The painters of the High Renaissance seldom matched

the supernaturalism of Fra Angelico or Fra Lippi.

Although

the frescoes of Raphael or Michelangelo often depicted

heavenly scenes, the imagery was usually earthly.

These

painters did not try to depict mystical rays of light
emerging from another dimension.

The High Renaissance

painters frescoed mortal-looking figures with wings flying
in cloudy skies, and this tradition for rendering heavens
and angels persisted, more or less until the poet-painter
visionary Blake.

Griinewald, in his Isenheim Altar

triptych, and Bosch were both Northern Renaissance painters
who depicted unearthly scenes, with exotic otherworldly
architecture or celestial suns and rainbow beams descending

from heavenly mountains, but they were followed by a series
of Baroque, Rococo and Romantic painters who depicted the
usual winged beings floating and flying in cloudy spaces.
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Pre-Romantic literature tended to follow a parallel

course to the trends in painting already mentioned.

Poets

would usually describe heavens and angelic beings as winged

seraphs who floated and flew and played harps in a shining
white world of pearly clouds.

In Paradise Lost, Milton

described heavenly worlds with the most detail and

thoroughness since Dante had depicted paradise in The
Divine Comedy.

Milton was one of the most learned of the modern

Western poets.

He read extensively and was familiar with

almost every aspect of the world as it was in his era.

He

knew men like Galileo whom he met on his trip to Italy, and
he reflected the emerging new age of scientific discovery
in his verse.

The characters in Paradise Lost are not confined to

earthly or Olympian sets.

They fly freely in the cosmos.

Much, if not most, of the heavenly imagery developed by
Milton stems from the Biblical tradition discussed earlier.

God rides through the heavens in a chariot that is like
Ezekiel's wheels.

Sapphire thrones rise above crystalline

firmaments, and four-faced multiple-eyed cherubs wing their

'way through the skies.

But although Milton derives most of

the inspiration for his heavenly descriptions from The

Bible, specifically Ezekiel and The Revelation, he often
infuses his verse with an opulence that is more pictorial
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and poetic than The Bible-

This is evident in the end of

the second book of Paradise Lost.

The heaven that Milton

describes resembles the New Jerusalem depicted in The
Revelation.

Satan flies like a weather-tossed vessel:

Or in the emptier waste, resembling air.

Weighs his spread wings, at leisure to behold
Far off the empyreal heaven, extended wide
In circuit, undetermined square or round.

With opal towers and battlements adorned
Of living sapphire, once his native seat;
And fast by hanging in a golden chain
This pendent world, in bigness as a star

Of smallest magnitude close by the moon.'
The image of the earth as a pendant planet

suspended from heaven by a golden chain is derived from
Homer and Plato, and most of the descriptions of this

jewelled city are also derivative.

Some of Milton's

scientific awareness is evident in this passage, because
he describes earth as an orb-like world which hangs in

space.

The days when people believed the earth was flat

and that the heavens were above were rapidly ending.

In

Milton's cosmogony, the earth is surrounded by empty wastes
and shining circuits.

Milton begins rendering the heavens with a more

original clarity in the third book of Paradise Lost:

'''john Milton, The Poems of John Milton, eds. John
Carey and Alastair Fowler (London:
1045-1053.

Longmans, 1968), lines
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Thee Father first they sung omnipotent.
Immutable, immortal, infinite.

Eternal king; thee author of all being.
Fountain of light, thy self invisible

Amidst the glorious brightness where thou sit'st
Throned inaccessible, but when thou shadest

The full blaze of thy beams, and through a cloud
Drawn round about thee like a radiant shrine

Dark with excessive bright thy skirts appear.
Yet dazzle heaven, that brightest seraphim

Approach not, but with both wings veil their eyes,

8

Although Milton employs earthly metaphors and
similes such as "blaze" and "cloud," he imbues them with a

poetic power which evokes strong pictures as in:
9

Dark with excessive bright thy skirts appear.

Light and the poet's treatment of light is always
of central importance in visionary literature.

This line

says that the figure was so bright that looking at it was
like staring into the center of the sun:

the eyes are

blinded, and the light is so bright that it looks dark,
even black.

In the third book of Paradise Lost, Satan discovers
the staircase which Jacob saw in his famous dream:

Each stair mysteriously was meant, nor stood
There always, but drawn up to heaven sometimes
Viewless, and underneath a bright sea flowed
Of jasper, or of liquid pearl, whereon
Who after came from earth, sailing arrived.

®Ibid., lines 372-382.
^Ibid., lines 516-522.
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Wafted by angels, or flew over the lake

Rapt in a chariot drawn by fiery steeds.10
Passing the ladder, Satan flies:
. . . and without longer pause

Down right into the worlds first region throws
His flight precipitant, and winds with ease
Through the pure marble air his oblique way
Amongst innumerable stars, that shone
Stars distant, but nigh hand seemed other worlds.

. . . above them all

The golden sun in splendour likest heaven
Allured his eye: thither his course he bends
Through the calm firmament; but up or down
By centre, our eccentric, hard to tell.
Or longitude, where the great luminary
Alooft the vulgar constellations thick.
That from his lordly eye keep distance due.

Dispenses light from far;^^
Milton's knowledge of astronomy is evident in the

passage quoted above.

He uses the following simile in

the third book of Paradise Lost to describe the brightness
of Satan's landing station:

. . . a spot like which perhaps
Astronomer in the sun's lucent orb

Through his glazed optic tube yet never saw.^
Milton was greatly influenced by men like Galileo
and the new era of learning and discovery that was dawning

^°Ibid., lines 561-566.
^^Ibid., lines 571-579.
^^Ibid., lines 588-590.
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upon the earth.

Milton's characters take flight like

astronauts through a starry universe.

They are not

confined to the limited vision of the heavens^-described in

The Bible.
sea.

They pass stars that shine in a vast cosmic

But in addition to this scientific vision of the

universe, Milton describes heavenly scenes.

Sparkling

celestial skylines appear in space, peopled by excessively
bright beings.
One of the most beautiful visions in Paradise Lost

is written in the eleventh book.

Adam sees a strange light

and asks:

Why else this double object in our sight
Of flight pursued in the air and o'er the ground
One way the self-same hour? why in the east
Darkness ere day's mid-course, and morning light
More orient in yon western cloud that draws
O're the blue firmament a radiant white.

And slow descends, with something heavenly faught.

He erred not, for by this the heavenly hands
Down fron a sky of jasper lighted now
In Paradise, and on a hill made alt.

A glorious apparition, had not doubt
And carnal fear that day dimmed Adam's eve.
Not that more glorious, when the angels met

Jacob in Mahanaim, where he saw

2^2

The field pavilioned with his guardians bright;
The Bible's influence on this passage is obvious,
as in the reference to Jacob.

But the vision of an angelic

host descending from a jasper sky and alighting on a hill

is very grand.

Milton creates heavenly pageants.

^^Ibid., lines 201-207.

His
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lines are packed with images that parade across the
reader's vision.

Although Milton did not discover a new

way to describe heavenly scenes, he depicted these worlds
with a spectacular and grand thoroughness that succeeded in

presenting the reader with a fresh vision of heaven.
Milton redefined some of the visions of Ezekiel and Jacob

and St. John using the scientific knowledge and vocabulary
of the seventeenth century.

Like Dante, Milton pioneered

the way for generations of visionary poets, and Milton's
influence is evident in every succeeding visionary writer.

--tvi ■
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CHAPTER II

BLAKE:

THE INNOVATIVE VISIONARY •

Until the late 18th century, painters and poets,

had continued to employ the metal and jewel and fire

imagery to describe a heavenly world or supernatural
vision.

Cloudy sky imagery was often used in place of

these images or in addition to them, but visionary artists
had still not discovered how to break beyond these

techniques and render their visions with fresher super
natural metaphors.

In the 17th and 18th centuries, various mystical

and occult groups began to emerge in Europe.

These groups,

such as the Freemasons, Rosicrucians, Illuminists, and

Swedenborgians began to explore the realms of what is now

called parapsychology.
world levels or planes.

They believed in various spirit
In the Age of Reason and the era

of the American and French revolutions, mankind was no

longer content to accept the teachings of archaic and

repressive church establishments and the divine right of
kings to rule was widely questioned.

By the end of the 18th century, some of the ideals
and yearnings and perceptions of these occult groups began
to emerge in the arts.

Blake was one of the first of this
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new breed of enlightened seekers.

He was a seer and a

visionary who received visions of another world.

Blake

communicated the philosophy of his new vision in his poetry,
but he depicted the imagery of this astral dimension
revelation most vividly in his art.

In his paintings and

drawings, shadowy transparent beings swim in dazzling
realms of light.

He began to give the heavens, as rendered

in art, a transparency and luminosity which previous
artists had seldom, if every, achieved. The gates were

breaking open onto a new age of visionary art.

Blake may have been greatly influenced by

Swedenborg.

Blake was aware of Swedenborg's writings, but

it is difficult to determine just how large a part

Swedenborg plays in Blake's evolution as a poet and a

painter.

Swedenborg was a visionary who unveiled worlds of

supernal and cosmic beauty.

Heaven and Hell is one of

Swedenborg's most poetic books, and it is one of the most
visionary works in world literature.

Swedenborg was very

psychic, and he saw the worlds he was describing.

He

reports that the heavens he saw were like immense

crystalline people, and that angels occupied various
sections of these heavenly anatomies.

His book abounds

with depictions of these jewelled and dazzling regions.
Numerous writers were influenced by Swedenborgianism, and

Blake was at least partially influenced by Swedenborg's
descriptions of crystal people.
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But although Blake created new ways to paint

heavenly scenes, he was not as innovative in describing
heavens in his poetry.

For the most part, Blake still

employed the traditional similes and metaphors.

Blake was

also greatly influenced by Milton, and many of his heavenly
scenes do not differ widely from Milton's style of celestial
rendition in Paradise Lost.

But between the era in which

Milton lived and the age of Blake, the Age of Reason

stretched.

Most of the Age of Reason poets never attempted

visionary descriptions, because they were more rational

than mystic.

When Blake began to write in a style reminis

cent of Milton, it was in part a reaction to the colorless
rationalism of the Age of Reason.

Blake believed that most of his poetry was given to

him by the spirit world.
were dictated to him.

He claims that the lines of poetry

In many ways, Blake is more like an

Old Testament prophet than a Romantic poet.

He is more

concerned with telling his story than how his story is told.
Blake's poetry does not glitter with poetic devices.

The

following passage from "America, A Prophecy" is an example
of how Blake is more concerned with the narrative aspects
of his verse:

. . . and all the thirteen Angels

Rent off their robes to the hungry wind, & threw their
golden scepters

Down on the land of America; indignant they descended

Headlong from out their heav'nly heights, descending
swift as fires
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Over the land; naked & flaming are their lineaments
seen

In the deep gloom; by Washington & Paine & Warren
they stood;
And the flame folded, roaring fierce within the
pitchy night
Before the Demon red, who burnt towards
America, . .

The narrative sequence in this passage is very

dynamic.

Blake describes how the scene appears, but he

focuses the reader's attention more on what is actually

happening.

The lines could easily be written in prose, for

they are not densely laden with rhetorical ornamentation.
The few adjectives Blake employs are the traditional
metal and fire words.

Blake's main intention is to relate

in an almost sacred revelation the supernatural story

behind the American Revolution.

The prophet's role is to

seek for the Cause behind all causes.

In this passage,

Blake reveals the role the angels played in establishing
the U.S.A. as a land of freedom.

It is not uncommon for a poet to assume a prophetic
role such as that assumed by Blake in the above mentioned

poem.

Homer and Virgil assumed similar roles in The Iliad

and The Aeneid.

When the actual site of Troy was discover

ed in the late 19th century, it became apparent to all that
The Iliad was not just a fictional work.

It appears to be

^^William Blake, Complete Writings, ed. Geoffrey
Keynes (London:

Oxford University Press, 1972), lines 2-9.
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more of a poetic, epic history of the destruction of Troy.
Blake's "America, A Prophecy" could be considered an actual
prophecy by some.

But Blake did on occasion innovate in his descrip

tions of heaven.

In "Night the Second" of The Four Zoas,

he depicts a mechanical dimension with a cubistic
abstraction that almost sounds like some of the experimen

tal verse of the 20th century.

Urizen's kingdom is filled

with domes and golden halls, pavilions, porches, pillars,
and towers.

Clouds rise into cubes of light.

A celestial

geometry is revealed:
. . . Such the period of many worlds.

Others triangular, right angled course maintain.
Others obtuse.

Acute, Scalene, in simple paths; but others move
In intricate ways, biquadrate, Trapezimus, Rhombs,
Rhomboids,

Paralellograms triple & quadruple, polygonic
In their amazing hard subdu'd course in the vast

deep.^^
This is a very unusual way to describe worlds.
Yet it evokes a sense of the awesome splendor and hyper

dimensionalism of the Urizenic geometrical mechanism.

Blake had many visions, and he must have written down some

of these visions in his poetry.

Although he was a prolific

writer, Blake was not widely read during the lifetime.
was top esoteric for the era in which he lived.

^^Ibid., lines 282-286.

He

A similar
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lack of understanding and acclaim by the general public was
the fate of Shelley and Keats.

Yet Shelley and Keats

became immensely popular during the second half of the 19th
century, and Blake's poetry entered a tremendous vogue
during the middle of the 20th century.

These poets were

visionary prophets who were far ahead of their contempo
aries, and it was not until many years after their deaths
that the intellectual and spiritual levels of the reading

public had been raised to the point at which their poetry
could be understood and appreciated.

CHAPTER III

THE VISIONARY ROMANTICISM OF SHELLEY AND KEATS

Romanticism became a major movement in the first
half of the 19th century.

The English Romantic poets, such

as Wordsworth, Coleridge, Shelley, and Keats wrote

beautiful lyrical descriptions, and when they turned
their descriptive gifts to depicting heavenly scenes, as
Keats did in Hyperion and Shelley did in Prometheus Unbound,

they employed numerous complex metaphors and images, which
were often variations of the kinds of images found in The
Bible, The Divine Comedy, and Paradise Lost.

Visionary poets such as Milton and Blake were

heavily influenced by The Bible.

They also derived

inspiration from classical mythology.

Blake created a

personal mythology in which such characters as Urizen and
Los enact dramatic scenes on a cosmic scale.

But Keats was

one of the first visionary poets who derived almost all of
his inspiration from Classical models to the virtual
exclusion of Biblical influences.

Keats and Shelley were

classical and pre-Christian in their orientation, but they

were not given to philosophical or poetic anachronisms.

Keats and Shelley were attempting to free art from the
dictates of religious dogma.

Like the painters
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of the Renaissance who found in pre-Christian classical
models a way to create beautiful art unfettered by the
dogmatic flatness of medieval Christian art, Keats and
Shelley discovered a fresh reservoir of inspiration in the
poetry and drama of the classical world.
"The Fall of Hyperion" is an example of how Keats
employed aspects of classical mythology.

His descriptions

of a heavenly world in Canto II of this poem are extremely
evocative.

With a technique that employs the usual words

for depicting unearthly realms, Keats describes the regions
of Hyperion:
". . . His palace bright,
"Bastion'd with pyramids of glowing gold,
"And touched with shade of bronzed obelisks,

"Glares a blood-red through all the thousand courts,
"Arches, and domes, and fiery galleries;
"And all its curtains of Aurorian clouds

"Flush angerly; . . .
Keats' vision has a complexity and solidity which
enables the reader to visualize the world he is describing.
It is not merely a bright palace but a structure of

heavenly architecture, replete with pyramids and obelisks,
arches, domes, and galleries.

The inclusion of the

Egyptian architectural styles reveals Keats' effort to
give his poetry a pre-Christian exoticism.

This is also

John Keats, "The Fall of Hyperion," Canto II, in
The Complete Poetry and Selected Prose of Keats, ed. Harold
Briggs (New York: The Modern Library, 1951), lines 24-30.
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evident in his description of the Aurorian curtains, in
which he evokes an image out of Homeric classicism.

The poem ends with a final flourish of visionary
splendor:

—My quick eyes ran on

From stately nave to nave, from vault to vault.
Through bowers of fragrant and enwreathed light
And diamond-paved lustrous long arcades.
Anon rush'ed by the bright Hyperion;
His flaming robes stream'd out beyond his heels.
And gave a roar, as if of earthly fire.
That scared away the meek ethereal hours.
And made their dove-wings tremble. On he
flared.

The descriptions of heavenly architecture continue
in this final passage, and Keats depicts this region almost

entirely in terms of architecture.

There is no mention of

what the surrounding environment is like in the lines

quoted above.

This palatial city of domes and pyramids

and obelisks and lustrous arcades is given sudden life by

the comet-like figure of Hyperion who strides through the

scene with his fiery robes crackling and flaring.

Angels

were never given this dazzling vitality in the descriptions
of Biblical literature.

They were capable of awesome

powers as in the seemingly thermonuclear annihilation of
Sodom and Gomorrah, but these angels were not described

with such vibrant imagery as that which appears in the

^^Ibid., lines 53-61.
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passage quoted above.

Keats' Hyperion is not an angel in

a Biblical-style heaven:

he is a Homeric-style god in an

Olympian paradise.

Shelley and Keats knew each other.

Both were

enthralled by classical mythology, verse, and drama, but

Shelley was more of a radical revolutionary in his political
and philosophical views than Keats.

Shelley was strongly

opposed to organized religions and tyranny.

He was a

crusader against injustice and a gentle and compassionate
humanitarian.

Many people in his time criticized Shelley

for being an atheist, but he was not an atheist.

He was a

vegetarian, and he had faith in a Supreme Being who was
Everpresent and All-knowing.

Shelley did not believe in

the Christian God who became tired on the seventh day of

Creation and needed a rest, a God often pictured as sitting
on a throne, who left behind certain laws and rules to

govern the universe as if it were a machine.

Shelley, like

most mystics, believed that all was a part of The Creator
and that He is Everpresent.

Shelley wrote Queen Mab when he was about eighteen

years old.

It is one of his first major works.

Although

most of the poem is a revolutionary diatribe against

tyranny and injustice, the opening and closing passages
have an ethereal beauty.

Part I of Queen Mab contains the

most visionary descriptions of the poem.

The Fairy Queen
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descends from heaven in a pearly car and awakens the soul
of the mortal lanthe.

lanthe's spirit experiences a

mystical trance-release from mortal bonds, and lanthe joins
the Fairy Queen in her heavenly chariot;
The magic car moved on —
From the celestial hoofs

The atmosphere in flaming sparkles flew,
And where the burning wheels
Ebbied above the pountain's loftiest peak.
Was traced a line of lightning.

Seemed it, that the chariot's way

Lay through the midst of an immense con
cave

Radiant with million constellations, tinged
With shades of infinite colour.
And semicircled with a belt

Flashing incessant meteors.

The magic car moved on.
Earth's distant orb appeared
The smallest light that twinkles in the
heaven;

Whilst round the chariot's way
Innumerable systems rolled
And countless spheres diffused
An ever-varying glory.
It was a sight of wonder: some
Were horned like the crescent moon;
Some shed a mild and silver beam

Like Hesperus o'er the western sea;
Some dashed athwart with trains of flame.

18

Percy Bysshe Shelley, Queen Mab, in The Complete

Poetical Works of Percy Bysshe Shelley, ed. Neville Rogers

(London:

Oxford University Press, 1972), I, lines 212-217.
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Like worlds to death and ruin driven;

Some shone like suns, and as the chariot
passed,

Eclipsed all other light.

These passages from Queen Mab represent some of the
most visionary descriptions in world literature.

These

lines were written at the beginning of Shelley's poetic

career, but Shelley seldom again ascended to such heights.
Neither Blake nor Milton creates such an involved atmo

sphere of sustained ethereality, although each is a

visionary master in his own way.
a visionary spectacle in a

Milton's Paradise Lost is

grandiose scale, and Blake's

prophetic writings are vivid examples of visionary

mysticism, but these passages from Shelley's Queen Mab have
a quality of vision that is dimensionally superior to
anything in The Bible or Dante's or Milton's or Keats'
poetry.

In The Bible, scenes were not shown in relationship
to their surrounding environment.

The reader was seldom

given a vision of the skies or heavenly landscapes that
surrounded the central scene.

"The Fall of Hyperion."

The same applies to Keats'

Milton describes the pageant, but

he does not succeed in giving his pageant an unearthly

aspect.

Milton's heavens and Dante's heavens are more

^^Ibid., lines 249-263.
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like three-dimensional mortal worlds that exist in the

clouds.

They do not seem to actually belong to a different

dimension.

Some of the heavens that Blake describes, as in

the passage from The Four Zoas quoted above in which the
regions are described in geometric terms, begin to seem

truly unearthly, but most of the poets prior to Shelley
visualized heaven as almost a planet-like world that was

merely above this world.

Mt. Olympus was described as if

it were an extension of the earth that reached above the

clouds or floated above the earth like a stationary
satellite.

Mortals could be taken to this world, this

"heaven," because it was not really beyond the worldly
dimension.

But Shelley succeeds in creating a vision that is
not of the earthly dimension in Queen Mab.

The heavenly

chariot of the Fairy Queen enters a large concave in the

sky, a kind of inter-dimensional portal.

It is described

as sparkling and bright and tinted with infinite colors.
Shelley does not use the traditional images.

He employs

fresh poetic metaphors using astronomical terms and

imagery such as star constellations and meteors, suns and
moons in a manner that is reminiscent of Milton.

Shelley

was obviously partially reflecting the enormous increase
in astronomical knowledge and awareness in the early 19th

century, but he was also exhibiting a talent for intricately
detailed descriptions.
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The scene becomes the most unearthly when Shelley

describes the myriad spheres of heaven in the 18th stanza.

They are brilliant sun-like spheres which dash athwart each
other trailing flaming streamers.

They roll in countless

varying patterns and their brightness eclipses all other
light.

This is a dimension that is clearly beyond the

earth dimension.

Shelley ascended again to supernal visionary

heights in Prometheus Unbound.

It is a cosmic poetic drama

enacted by gods and spirits in glistening netherworlds and
glowing cliffs.

In the preface to Prometheus Unbound,

Shelley stated that he had learned many things by studying
the classics and the literature of his contemporaries.

Keats seems to have had some influence on Shelley's poetic

development, and Prometheus Unbound sometimes echoes

aspects of Keats' Endymion; for both are based on classical
mythology and both poets tend to evoke a lush and ornate
atmosphere.

But Shelley resembles no other poet when he

rises into the lofty regions of visionary description.
In the last act of Prometheus Unbound, Shelley

describes a mystical vision that is awesome in its subtle
complexity.

It resembles the vision of the spheres

contained in Queen Mab, but it is a more intense and active
description:
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. . . And from the other opening in the wood
Rushes, with loud and whirlwind harmony,

A sphere, which is as many thousand spheres.
Solid as crystal, yet through all its mass

Flow, as through empty space, music and light:
Ten thousand orbs involving and involved.

Purple and azure, white, and green, and golden.
Sphere within sphere; and every space between
Peopled with unimaginable shapes.
Such as ghosts dream dwell in the lampless deep.
Yet each inter-transpicuous, and they whirl
Over each other with a thousand motions,

Upon a thousand sightless axles spinning, . . . ^
In this passage, Shelley does not concentrate upon

individualized descriptions of the spheres, as he did in
Queen Mab, when he related how some were horned like
crescent moons or shining like suns.

In Prometheus

Unbound, Shelley emphasizes the totality of the vision in
its inter-involving complexity.

The spheres are

transparent and tinted with myriad shades.

They rotate and

revolve in a variety of patterns and motions, and they are

peopled with a variety of shapes.

Shelley again employs

descriptions which do not utilize the usual images.

By

relying on descriptions of a more abstract nature, Shelley
is better able to convey a sense of the supernatural

otherworldly essence of his inter-dimensional vision.

21

Percy Bysshe Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, in John
Keats and Percy Bysshe Shelley Complete Poetical Works
(New York:

The Modern Library, n.d.). Act IV, Stanza 55,

lines 236-248.
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Shelley's vision of involving spheres that inter
penetrate one another is a cosmic panorama.

Like the

vision of a thousand suns in the Bhagavad Gita and the
heavenly chariot described in the Dead Sea scroll discussed

above, Shelley's description creates a spectacular picture.
Milton attempted such an effect in Paradise Lost, and he

succeeded to a certain extent, but he never really escaped
from a three-dimensional conception of heaven.

Blake, in

the example cited above, was better able to suggest a
supernatural region, but it was not until Shelley described
his vision of the spheres that a four-dimensional heaven
was described as a region where inter-transpicuous
penetrable orbs interweave in an ethereal multi-colored
space.

The period during which such poets as Shelley,
Keats, and Blake were active was a zenith of Romantic

visionary poetry.

After the first quarter of the 19th

century, poets seldom ascended to the realms of visionary
verse.

Isolated examples of visionary poetry appeared, as

in Rosetti's "The Blessed Damozel" and Tennyson's
"Tithonus."

Poe achieved an ethereal splendor in his

youthful "Al Aaraaf."

But poets such as Rosetti,

Tennyson, and Poe only experimented with visionary verse.
Although the Romantic movement produced various
occult works of art, and many Romantic poets were
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interested in the occult, as were Hugo and Poe, no

movement began to consciously blend the arts with the
occult and metaphysical.

Yet, in the second half of the

19th century, mysticism and the arts reached a synthesis,
of sorts, in the emerging Symbolist movement.
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CHAPTER IV

WHITMAN AND THE SYMBOLIST MOVEMENT

1848 was a year of great changes.

It was a time of

political upheaval throughout Europe, and some religious
groups, like the Spiritualists and the Faithists, consider
it the beginning of a new era.

In that year, the Fox

sisters of New York began communicating with spirits.
There was a sudden break-out of supernatural phenomena

throughout the Western world.

Spirits materialized at

seances, and spirits spoke to mortals using the vocal
chords of trance mediums.
floated in the air.

Tables tapped and objects

There was a revival of occultism.

Symbolism arose in this climate of mysticism and
upheaval and scientific discovery.

It represented, partly,

a rebellion against the materialistic, utilitarian, and

empirical sciences which were also experiencing an era of
unparalleled invention and discovery.
more than a rebellion.

Yet Symbolism was

It was an attempt to combine

mysticism with the arts.

The Symbolist poets and painters

strove to evoke a sense of the supernatural in their art.
Nerval, Rimbaud, and Baudelaire were poets who

wrote before Symbolism was officially recognized as a
movement, but they were usually grouped with the
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Symbolists, because they illustrate many of the aspects of
Symbolism within their poetry.

They often describe

imaginary dream-worlds. They evoke a variety of exotic
images in their verse, and they tend to express mystical

concepts using symbols such as boats and flowers.

Most of

the Symbolists studied occult philosophies and achieved
mystical states of consciousness.

Some Symbolists

experimented with opiates and hashish in an attempt to
artifically create a visionary experience.

Like poetry, painting underwent major revolutions

during the second half of the 19th century.

Impressionist

painters broke traditional imagery down into color-dappled
units, like the molecular patterns which their scientific
contemporaries were studying.

The Post-Impressionist

painters and the Symbolists began to create exotic
dreamland scenes.

Gustave Moreau, Seurat, Redon, Van Gogh, Gauguin,

Munch, and Rousseau are some of the more popular Symbolist

painters.

Moreau painted worlds of jewelled splendor.

Seurat, using the pointillist technique, evoked twilight

zone landscapes of shadowy stillness.

Redon depicted

supernatural visions, and Van Gogh painted swirling cosmic
scenes, in which earth and sky are blending in a mystic

union.

Gauguin and Rousseau and Munch created exotic

worlds, like arctic shapes glowing under screaming icy
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skies or jungle creatures and island natives enacting
strange rituals in tropic paradises.

Symbolism also influenced the great musicians of
the late 19th century, such as Debussy, Ravel, Scriabin,

Tschaikovsky, Wagner, and Stravinsky.

Scriabin is one of

the most mystical composers in the history of music.

He

was trying to produce a spiritual awakening in the world,
using his music as a catalyst.

His last completed

symphony. The Poem of Fire, employed a keyboard of light
which projected colors as it was played in the first
"light show" in recorded history.

Scriabin planned to

write what was supposed to be the ultimate symphony,

Mystereum, but he died before he could really begin it.
He felt that when his Mystereum would be performed, an

apocalyptic interplanetary transformation would occur.
Yet, the Symbolist poets were the most articulate

in describing their visions of a new world.

They lived in

an era at the end of one century and the beginning of

another.

Many people felt a new dispensation was coming

upon the earth, and Symbolism, a Trans-Atlantic movement,
heralded the dawn of this new era.

Walt Whitman was a poet and a visionary prophet

who lived in the early years of the Symbolist movement,

but he is not usually classified as a Symbolist poet.

Yet

his poetry often has a mystical depth that is reminiscent
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of some Symbolist poetry.

Although he wrote in the 19th

century, it is in the 20th century that his poetry has been
widely acclaimed.

Whitman was pestered by would-be censors in his
time, and even his own family and many of his friends felt

that his poetry was not true poetry in comparison to the
verse of a poet such as Longfellow.

But Whitman did not

want to be a rhyming poet who contrived pretty images and

twisted phrases.
and sacred verse.

inspiration.

He was striving for a new kind of heroic
He wanted his words to sing with divine

He wanted to be simple in his verse, even as

the Bible is simple and direct.

He wanted his verse to be

vinembellished by poetic artificialities. But above all he
wanted to be the prophet-poet of the New World, America.
He wanted to sing about the glorious new democracy with a

new voice equal to the freshness of America.
want to be a Europeanized American.

He did not

He did not look to

Paris or London or Vienna for his models.

He strove to be

as simple and democratic as a blade of grass.

The poetry of Whitman is revolutionary yet often

simple.

He is the first modern American poet.

poetry to the common speech of mortals.

He returned

Since no one talks

in jingle-jangle speech, why should poetry rhyme?
Whitman's verse is very musical.

One of his

favorite rhythmical devices is the repetition of the same
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word at the beginning of a series of lines as in the

ending of "Passage to India" in which he begins each line
with "0."

O my brave soul!
0 farther farther sail!

0 daring joy, but safe! are they not all
the seas of God?

0 farther, farther, farther sail!^^
Another device which is evident in the passage
I

quoted above is the repetition of a word within the lines,
such as "farther farther."

Walt Whitman was not the

inventor of free verse, but he was the first modern

American poet to explore the possibilities of unrhymed
verse.

Whitman was not revolutionary in his style alone.
His themes were bold and cosmic.

He proclaimed democracy

and equality and universal harmony.

He sang in praise of

all people and all nations and believed that all were equal
in their beauty, not separate-but-equal, but equal in every
way.

Some of Whitman's New Age proclamations are sung

most powerfully and musically in his "Passage to India."
Superficially, the poem celebrates the opening of the
Suez Canal.

22

The Suez Canal was seen as a passage to India

Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass (New York:
Aventine Press, 1931), p. 426.
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and the Orient.

But Whitman transcends this reality and

begins to utter glowing prophecies of the world to come.

He praises the era of discoveries and inventions which has
given mankind the telegraph and the locomotive.

He sees

all of these inventions as part of a cosmic plan.

Lo, soul, seest thou not God's purpose from the first?
The earth to be spann'd, connected by network.

The races, neighbors, to marry and be given in marriage.
The oceans to be cross'd, the distant brought near.

The lands to be welded together.23
Perhaps there was a world-wide belief in Whitman's

day that a new world was emerging.

Whitman's poem is a

prophecy which is gradually being fulfilled.
village is coming into existence.

The global

The world is linked up

by a series of satellites and cables and jet airplanes.
There are many international organizations such as the
United Nations, and more and more people are becoming
cosmopolitan in their orientation.

It is the hope of a new cosmopolitan world that

Whitman proclaims in this poem.

He sees the engineers and

architects and voyagers as all players in this divine plan.
After versifying on the ships and trains and how

they are linking the world. Whitman begins to discuss the
history of the world.

He sees the settling of America as

the completion of a circle.

^^Ibid., p. 417.

He says that the children of
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Adam and Eve have always been searching for some kind of
ultimate fulfillment, and that out of the new world built

by the one-world-global-order a true son of God shall come
to sing the songs of a glorious new era.
Whitman then returns to where he started and

praises the year of the opening of the Suez Canal.

He

retraces history again and discusses the great explorers
such as Columbus.

In the final two sections of the poem,

he begins to explore more mystical dimensions.

He praises

the Almighty as The One, Who is above and beyond and
within all.

Whitman ends the poem by revealing that he yearns

for far more than a passage to India.

He wants to rise up

into the skies and sail to the stars and planets.

He wants

to embark on some kind of mystical quest to deeper
dimensions.

He wants to sail farther, farther on to

unknown cosmic regions.

"Prayer of Columbus" forms a kind of sequel to

"Passage to India."

Columbus is discussed in "Passage to

India," and in "Prayer of Columbus" he is depicted as a

mystical old man.who knows that The Supreme has worked His
Will through him.

Columbus humbly submits and surrenders

to the All, recognizing that all that has happened to him
has happened for the best.
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The prayer in "Passage to India" to sail farther
on is answered in "Prayer of Columbus."

At the moment when

Columbus is discovering that his life is rapidly ending and
that the clouds are closing in upon him, he is granted a
divine vision.

He sees shadowy vast ships sailing in a

kind of trans-dimensional heavenly sea.

These distant

ships are filled with welcoming voyagers who salute the
aged Columbus.

Presumably they will soon be taking

Columbus aboard and carrying him farther on to a glorious
new world.

Both of the poems discussed above seem to suggest
that death is the ultimate experience, the ultimate

passage to a cosmic new adventure.

This theme is further

pursued in "Whispers of Heavenly Death."
In the first section. Whitman ponders with his soul

the mystery of the after-life.

He does not know what will

happen in that unknown region, and yet that realm which is
a blank to him will soon be his home.

He begins to form a vague conception of these

heavenly worlds in the second part.

Footsteps ascend in

breezes past unseen rivers, and a star is glimpsed through
the great-cloud masses.
Whitman turns from these speculations on the nature

of the spirit worlds and begins to contrast The Almighty
with Satan.

Satan is viewed as a very democratic figure
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who is a partner to slaves and criminals.

Whitman does

not separate Good from Evil the way Milton or Dante did in
their great poetic masterpieces.

Whitman makes Satan and

the things of hell one aspect of the cosmic whole.

Good

and Evil are like winter and summer, night and day, unripe

and ripe.

Both are aspects contained within the incompre

hensibly great All One.
In the section entitled "Of Him I Love Day and

Night," the death and burial of a friend leads the poet to
a deeper realization about the nature of death.

The poet

discovers that death or the dead are present everywhere.

All places can serve as a fit memorial to the dead, and

any place would be a good place for burial.

An existen

tialist could view this poem in which the dead are present

with the living as a statement that some individuals are
morally or intellectually dead, but considering the nature
of Whitman's poetry, it is more likely that Whitman means
that he sees the spirits of the dead in all places.

Whitman lived in an era of supernatural phenomena.

The

Spiritualists began in 1848 after a wave of spirit
manifestations and seances and spirit raps had engulfed
the earth.

Mediums were suddenly psychically turned-on

across the globe.

In some instances it is reported that

the dead materialized in the presence of mortals.

Whitman

might have been aware of these supernatural manifestations.
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He might even have experienced some of these spirit

phenomena.

It seems that Whitman is referring to the

actual presence of spirits or angels throughout the city.
In the next sections, Whitman makes it clear that

he is writing about the spirits of the dead.

In "As If a

Phantom Caress'd Me" he says he has had moments when he

could see spirits.

He states in "Assurances" that he needs

no further proof of the existence of an after-life, for he
believes that Death, Heavenly Death has provided for all.

There are places for all souls, and although the mortal
body may die, the soul is eternal.

Whitman ponders the individual soul in the sections
from "Quicksand Years" to "0 Living Always, Always Dying."
He says the soul is like a spider throwing out gossamer
threads.

The soul is always searching for the inner

meaning of things.

It goes through changes, casting off

the corpses of its former selves.

It is like a pilot that

steers the individual through the puzzling waters.
Whitman saw a lot of death during the Civil War.

He nursed the sick and dying in war camps and hospitals.

In those years he was death's steady companion.

"To One

Shortly to Die" is a word picture of the kind of scene

which was perhaps a daily, even hourly event in Whitman's

Civil War days.

He attends a dying man, comforting him

and congratulating him, because the dying man will soon
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escape the miseries of the world and ascend to higher,
fairer worlds.

As in the final sections of "Passage to India" and

"Prayer of Columbus," Whitman describes a mystical
revelation toward the end of "Whispers of Heavenly Death"

in the poem entitled "Night on the Prairies." He describes
a walk in the night.

The poet views the stars and contem

plates the existence of other worlds.
earth is just one world among many.

He feels that the
Even as the stars

cannot be seen during the day, so are there some things

that cannot be experienced in mortal life.

Death will

answer the mystery of what exists in other worlds.

All

will be exhibited by death.

The poem concludes with Whitman's assertion that
the Dead, the world of spirit, is more real than the world
of mortality.

Death comes to all people, to women at sea

and old men in their beds.

It is the supremely democratic

force which equally accepts and ministers to all people.
Whitman asks that he may be granted a soft passage beyond
the final door.

He asks that the locks be opened with a

key of softness.

The three poems discussed above are all concerned
with the final mystic passage into higher better worlds.
Whitman was a prophet of the New World dawning upon the
earth, of a cosmopolitan democratic world in which all
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people would be free and equal.

Whitman was a women's

liberationist and a Black liberationist.

He would have

felt great rapport with the anti-war movement of the late
1960s and the various ethnic movements of the 1960s and

1970s that seek equality and self-pride.

Whitman was a

true child of the Age of Aquarius.

But Whitman was more

than a cosmopolitan liberationist.

He saw that equality

and brother-sisterhood and global harmony were only part

of the picture, because above and beyond the earth there
are other worlds.

Whitman did not dwell much on what occurs in these

other worlds.

He was content to proclaim that there was

more to life than dying and vanishing totally away.

Whitman saw the outer edges of these higher dimensions.
He was like a traveler in a strange land who sees the gates

of a mysterious kingdom and its walls and a half-visible
tower in the dim distance.

beyond the walls.

But he did not see what lies

He knew there was a more delightful

world waiting on the other side.

It was a world which

Columbus saw at the end of his life in "Prayer of Columbus."

Whitman looked forward happily to discovering this new
world and unlocking its gates and passing within its
divinely democratic borders.

Whitman was a prophet of two new worlds; the world
of the future and the v/orld of spirit.

The future world of
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the global village is a planet of free ports and peace
and harmony.

But this future planetary paradise is only

a sparkling glimmer in comparison to the infinite and
eternal realms of the dazzling heavenly dimensions.
souls will one day be citizens of this new frontier.
Death is the final passage.
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CHAPTER V

FRANCIS THOMPSON:

POET OF THE MYSTIC QUEST

Francis Thompson was an English poet who wrote most
of his poetry at the end of the 19th century.

He was aware

of the French Symbolists and produced extremely ornate
translations of Hugo's poetry.

Like Rimbaud, Thompson is

very imagistic, but Shelley and Keats and the English
Romantics were his major literary influences.

"The

Hound of Heaven" is Thompson's most famous poem, and most
critics consider it his finest work.

Thompson describes heavenly scenes in his poetry
more than any other Symbolist poet.

His poems are usually

a cinematic sequence of images which kaleidoscopically
flicker across the page.

He often employs dense metaphors

and a highly advanced vocabulary to weave his images, and
the lines of his poetry usually follow a traditional rhyme
scheme.

"The Hound of Heaven" is similar to The Song of

Songs in The Old Testament, because both poems describe a
cosmic Lover who pursues His beloved.

The Lover in The

Song of Songs is so anthropomorphic, that many readers feel
it is really a profane love poem.

Yet it can be considered

a sacred love poem between the soul and the Almighty.
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Thompson makes it clear in "The Hound of Heaven" that the
Cosmic Pursuer is The Almighty, by giving Him supernatural
attributes and using capital letters whenever He is
mentioned.

Lover and Beloved seek each other in The Song

of Songs, but in "The Hound of Heaven," the Supreme One

pursijtes the earthly or angelic soul, and this pursuit is as
relentless as a chase between a hound and its prey.

Thompson uses the tension of this heavenly chase as
a central dramatic point around which the poem revolves.
This tension builds and then relaxes for a time, ultimately

reaching the moment of maximum tension at the end of the
poem.

The first three lines of "The Hound of Heaven"

begin with the phrase, "I fled Him."

The speaker flees

the Supreme night and day throughout the years.

The chase

is described throughout the poem as an external pursuit,
but in the first stanza, the speaker confesses that he also

flees Him down the labyrinthine corridors of his own mind.
Yet no matter whether the speaker speeds up to high vistas

or plunges down into Titanic chasms. His Feet and His Voice
follow after.

It is an easy pursuit for The Supreme One.

Thompson expresses the omnipotence of The Pursuer
in various lines that end some of the stanzas.

These lines

say things such as, "'All things betray thee, who betrayest
Me,'" and "'Naught shelters thee, who wilt not shelter Me.'"
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The circular construction of these statements artistically

conveys the meaning that He is All and All is a part of
Him.

Anything that is done by the speaker is done to The

All One.

Anything that the speaker commits' against The All

results in a similar reaction against the speaker.
like the Hindu concept of Karma;

This is

there is a divine

retribution or reward in direct relation to the act

committed.

The karmic response may not be exactly similar

to the original act committed, but a wise individual can
trace the relationship between action and reaction.
The speaker seeks shelter in the night and the
stars.

And in the second stanza, as the speaker relates

how he sought swiftness from the winds, one begins to
wonder whether the speaker is a soul or a representation of

a kind of partner in a divine duality, like Light and
Darkness, where the pursuer is the Light and the speaker is
the Darkness, or a similar duality between Positive and

Negative or Active and Passive, in which the speaker
represents the Passive-Negative.

It does not seem that Thompson meant to give his

poem this dimension of the tension between a cosmic
duality, but he gives the speaker such supernatural
abilities, like clanging on the gateways of the stars, that
it is difficult to view Thompson's speaker as a mere mortal.

The speaker must represent the soul of mankind or else be a
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very highly evolved psychic, capable of astrally travelling
to the "pale ports of the moon," for there were no moon
walking astronauts in the days of Thompson, and even
astronauts cannot clang the "gold gateways of the stars."
The speaker cannot hide from his pursuer, because,

it is revealed by The Voice, nothing will shelter him as

long as he does not shelter The Supreme.

All things from

which the speaker sought shelter belong to The Supreme, are

a part of Him.

One must seek shelter by sheltering The All

in one's life, by establishing Him in one's soul and walling
out the storms of skepticism and disbelief.
The third stanza offers a temporary relaxation from
the tension of the chase.

In the first two stanzas, the

speaker was seeking shelter from inanimate objects, but in
the third stanza, he seeks solace in the presence of
innocent children.

Children usually represent innocence

and unquestioning faith in religious literature, but these

children are plucked away from the speaker by angels.

This

is similar to Poe's "Annabel Lee," in which the poet's

child-love is swept away to heaven by the angels.

Deprived of his child companions, the speaker turns
' to the children of Mother Nature for fellowship.

These are

t

the sky and the sea and the clouds.

He becomes as one with

Nature in a kind of transcendental pantheism.

moods of the sky are his main preoccupation.

But the

He feels joy
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when the sky is radiant, and he weeps when the sky is

weeping from its low gray clouds.

His heart beats with

the heart of the sinking sun as it throbs redly across the

sky, and he feels bereaven in the evening as he and the
night light candles for the lost sun.

But the speaker's oneness with Nature begins to
fade as he realizes that the things of the earth do not

speak to him:

they speak in silences, in the sounds they

make when they stir.

He demands that Nature feed him from

her breasts, if she will prove her love for him.

He

realizes that she has never blessed his thirsting mouth,
and that she can never slake, his drought.

The answer to

his problems can never lie in Nature.

The speaker's realization that Nature cannot fill
his emptiness is followed by a resumption of the chase.
The Voice tells him that nothing can satisfy the speaker

until the speaker satisfies The Supreme.

The speaker

seems to finally heed The Voice, for as the fourth and
final stanza begins, the speaker proclaims to The Supreme
that he is naked and waiting for His Love's "uplifted
stroke."

The speaker wails that he is defenceless,

because the Pursuer has hewn away his harness and smitten
him to his knees.

This statement results in a kind of

trance, and when the speaker awakes, he dwells upon the
rugged course of his life.
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It is revealed that the speaker has lived a life

grimed with smears.

His lost youth lies mangled and dead

beneath the heap of the mounded years.

His days are gone

like smoke and "sun-starts on a stream."

He cannot hide

this realization from himself by dreaming or constructing
fantasies.

He asks if The Almighty must char a life like

a piece of wood before He can write with it.

The speaker

sees himself as a wintry landscape with barren branches
and bitter-pulped fruit which must offer an even more
bitter rind.

After this painful self-realization, the speaker is
humble.

He has entered the dark night of the soul which

mystics speak about.

He has seen that all is vanity, and

in the midst of his dark night, a trumpet sounds, and a

vision appears to him.
of the moving mists.

"Half-glimpsed turrets" arise out

These are the towers of a heavenly

city, and before the vision fades, he sees his Pursuer.
In the final lines of the poem. The Voice proclaims

His Works to the speaker.

He tells the speaker that all

things have flown from him, because he has flown from The

Supreme.

He tells the speaker that he has not merited the

love of anyone, and that he is the "dingiest clot" of all.
The Voice asks the speaker who could ever love Him?

the Supreme One could love him.

Only

Everything that was taken

from the speaker was only taken away so he could find his
lost things in the arms of The All One.
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In the final seven lines of the poem. The Supreme

calls to the speaker to take His Hand and come away.

Is it

an invitation to die and go to heaven or an invitation to
share in a wondrous new bliss or both?

The speaker consid

ers this offer and questions whether the gloom he has felt

is only the shade falling across him from the caressing
Hand that is stretched out to receive him.

In a final

revelation, The Voice reveals that He is all that the

speaker has ever sought.

He is the Love of all his loves.

By driving away the Love of The Supreme, the speaker has
driven away all love from himself.

The death of the Self, the ego, is the final act in

the mystic drama before the seeker is granted the bliss of
enlightenment.

This ego-death is enacted at the end of

"The Hound of Heaven."

The soul has pursued all manner of

things, but in the end, it must turn to The Almighty for
love and fulfillment.

The real visionary quest begins after the soul has
made this submission to the Will of The Almighty.

Through

/

faith all things are possible.

Without faith, the world is

a dark and meaningless cavern leading nowhere.

Baudelaire

and many other Symbolist poets explored this dark aspect of
the soul wallowing in its blindness.

The Symbolists knew

there was more to existence, and that the materialists of

the earth were straying down the wrong path.

Like the
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speaker in "The Hound of Heaven," the materialistic and
blind disbelievers of all ages burrow in the earth for

their answers.

They dissect and label and pollute and

attribute life to a series of accidental coincidences.

They do not share the visionary's longing for higher
worlds.

Symbolism was the first modern major movement in
the arts to embrace mystical concepts.

The message of the

Symbolists in music, painting, and literature is that there
are higher aspects, dimensions, that lie beyond the outer
symbols of the world.

The higher secrets of the cosmos

can be discovered by reaching beyond these symbols to the
real truths.

answers.

The earth alone does not hold all the

The final revelations lie hidden on the other

side.

It is when Thompson describes these worlds that

lie beyond the earthly dimension that he achieves his most
visionary verse.

The scientific discoveries and inventions

of the late 19th century rapidly began to transform the

world.

Painting was experiencing a variety of revolutions

in technique and theme.

Composers were becoming more and

more experimental in their music, and poets were beginning
to break away from traditional verse forms.

Thompson did

not experiment widely with any of the new verse forms, ahd
although his themes are often found in the Symbolist
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tradition, with their aspects of strangeness, dislocation,
and decadence, his language is usually ornate and flowery,

resembling the language employed by the English Romantics.
But Thompson is innovative in his complex descriptions of
heavenly worlds.

He was familiar with the myriad new

astronomical and physical discoveries and theories that
were occurring in his time, and he began to expand the
concept of heaven.

"A Judgment in Heaven" contains one of the best

examples of Thompson's heavenly descriptions.

As the Poet

walks in heaven he passes through "the conscious and

palpitant grasses of inter-/tangled relucent dyes."

The

grass is palpitating with consciousness and dyed with
shining luminosity.

He passes a group of playful angels

who pelt "each other with handfuls of stars" and reaches
"the far crystalline pale * of that transtellar/heaven."
As in the paintings of Blake, Thompson depicts the heavens

as being somewhat crystalline.

The term "transtellar"

shows Thompson's awareness of emerging scientific
discoveries about the vastness of the universe.

No longer

did large masses of people believe that the earth is the
center of the universe, and that the stars are just points

of light in the canopy of the sky.
overspread the earth.

A new awareness had
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The most dynamic visionary scene in the poem occurs
in the fifth stanza.

Over the bickering gonfalons, * far-ranged as
for Tartarean wars,

Went a waver of ribbed fire * -as night-seas on
phosphoric bars

Like a flame-plumed fan shake slowly out * their
ridgy reach of crumbling stars.

Over a panorama of flags a surge of flames burst

across the sky as if a fan of clustered flames were shook
until it sparkled forth with star-like sparks.

These

heavenly flame-currents that rib the sky are phosphoric in
appearance.

Although "phosphorus" is.still a slightly

metallic image, it connotes an awareness of scientific
advances in the study of light and electricity.

The flame

imagery is innovative in its extensive complexity.
The Poet stands before a heavenly throne and

compares the radiant out-bursting of light to the sudden
emergence of the moon from behind golden-edged clouds.
Till heavily parts a sinister chasm, * a grisly
jaw, whose verges soon.

Slowly and ominously filled * by the on-coming
plenilune,

Supportlessly congested with fire, * and suddenly
spit forth the moon: 

With beauty, not terror, through tangled error *
of night-dipt plumes so burned their charge;

Swayed and parted the globing clusters * so.

^^Francis Thompson, Complete Poetical Works of
Francis Thompson (New York:
p. 142.

The Modern Library, 1913),
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— disclosed from their kindling marge,

Roseal-chapleted, splendent-vestured, * the^Poet
there where God's light lay large.

In these two stanzas, the eighth and ninth of the

poem, Thompson describes how the angels on the throne
looked.

In the seventh stanza, he is comparing this to a

moonrise.

And in the next stanza, the Heavenly Hosts are

described as they appeared.

The charged radiance is so

bright that it appears almost black, as the center of the
sun looks if one stares into it.
clusters which are globe-like.

They emerge from bright
The outlines of these

globe-like nimbuses are kindling into a luminous fringe.
Thompson's choice of words is often very technical.

Many of the words he uses cannot be found in an ordinary

dictionary.
is new.

But it is the complexity of his imagery which

With almost scientific precision he strives to

convey his vision in every detail.

Not many poets depict heavenly scenes.

Most only

refer to heaven or suggest something heavenly with a few

simple similes.

Yet the heavenly dimensions and the

galaxies of the universe are the new frontiers of
exploration, and in Thompson's era, this was rapidly
becoming apparent.

The earth had been circumscribed by

explorers and settlers from the East to the western shores

^^Ibid., p. 143.
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of America.

Poets had always written about the earth.

The

Romantic poets described earthly beauty with extensive
detail.

But scientists were probing deeper into the

mysteries of the universe than anyone had in the previous
centuries, and revolutionaries were crying out for a new

world order.

The artists knew this.

Thompson reflected

some of this yearning for the New Age in his poetry.

He

described heavens that were vivid enough to see,—heavens

that could offer a new frontier to any artist who wished to
explore them.

CHAPTER VI

THE EVOCATIVE POETRY OF HART CRANE

Hart Crane was a poet in the early 20th century who

began to explore in an unusual, perhaps unconscious way,
the kinds of heavens which Thompson described.

The Bridge

is his most visionary work, and it represents his effort to
create an American epic poem.

The epic poem is usually

considered to be one of the highest forms of literature.

Some would say that sacred writing is superior to epic

poetry.
same.

The Hebrew word for "poet" and "prophet" is the

(These two nouns are also similar in English.)

If

a poet-prophet can create an epic poem which is also an
example of sacred writing, then some people would say he
has produced the ultimate literary work.

Dante, Milton,

Blake, and Whitman experimented with the epic form, but

they did not succeed in creating true national epics.
There are others who claim that the lyric poem is

potentially the highest literary form.

If a poet can

convey a sense of the sacred in a few lines, then the lyric
must be superior to the epic, because the lyric is more
condensed.

For those who feel that love poetry is the

highest verse form, the love lyric is the ultimate example
of expressive literature.
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Hart Crane's The Bridge is in some ways an American

epic which consists of several lyric poems.

These lyric

poems are related to some aspect of American history or
daily life.

Some individuals believe that an epic legend

must pass from generation to generation before a Homer or

a Virgil or a nameless bard can write down the story in a

polished epic poem.

Hart Crane, like his literary

ancestor. Whitman, wanted to write a masterpiece in praise
of the American continent.

The language Crane employs is very complicated.

The imagery is very dense, and the lines are thickly packed
with unusual word juxtapositions.

Although Crane consider

ed Whitman (in addition to Poe), to be his literary god

father, Crane differs from Whitman in at least one main
area.

Whitman felt that poetry should be unembellished by

contrived poetic devices.

Whitman believed that poetry

should be the simple yet powerful expression of the soul,

but Crane's poetry is anything but simple.

It is difficult

to think of poetry that is more complex than the verse of
Hart Crane.

Some individuals who hear Crane's poetry read

feel like they are listening to a foreign language.
If Crane's poetry resembles Whitman's, it does so

because both poets sing the glories of America with its
cities and fields.

Yet Crane lived in an era when

individuals were beginning to feel that cities were more of
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an urban hell than reflections of some celestial kingdom.

In The Bridge, Crane sometimes parodies the crass

commercialism and sloganism of the city, yet in many ways.

The Bridge is an ode in praise of the Brooklyn Bridge.

Long after Crane had started to work on The Bridge,
he discovered that the designer of the Brooklyn Bridge had

occupied the same apartment, which he. Crane, occupied
while he was writing his poem.
coincidence?

Was this a cosmic

Was Crane picking up the vibrations left by

the designer of the Brooklyn Bridge and transforming these

psychic vibrations into his own creative architecture?

Or

did the unseen powers. The Supreme One and His Angels,

place Crane in this apartment to prove some kind of cosmic
principal?

The answer probably lies somewhere within and

beyond these questions, but Crane was very interested in
the occult.

Crane was not extremely pleased with the poetry of
T. S. Eliot.

He felt Eliot's poetry was ashen and

clinical, the poetry of despair.

Many critics believe

that The Bridge is a kind of answer to The Wasteland.

poems consist of various sections.

Both

Yet, whereas The

'Wasteland is a poem about the destruction and death of the
old world order. The Bridge celebrates the past generations

of America and proclaims the beginning of a new world order.
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The Bridge, like any great work of literature, can
be viewed from various levels.

In one level of consider

ation, The Bridge is a poem about the Brooklyn Bridge and
the American society which produced it.

On a higher level,

this poem is about a mystical and transcendental bridge
which links the continent of America into one united whole.
Whitman dealt with a theme similar to this in his "Passage

to India."
Canal.

Whitman started his poem in praise of the Suez

He saw this new canal and the ships which passed

through it and the trains which spanned the continents as
all parts in a trans-continental global link-up.
Some of the other levels of possible interpretation

become more mystical.

In one sense, the Bridge is a kind

of psychic time-machine which links the past, present, and
future of America.

The Bridge could also be an inter-

dimensional link which lies between the visible world and

the visionary world of spirit.

And on still another level,

the Bridge could represent a kind of psychic transformer
within the human mind which can adapt to any and all of the
levels mentioned above.

The Bridge begins with an ode to the Brooklyn

Bridge.

Crane describes what was at that time the present.

He sees the Statue of Liberty surrounded by "the chained

bay waters" and cinemas "With multitudes bent toward some
flashing scene."

He sees the skyscrapers whose lights at
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night are like "fiery parcels all undone."

Such an image

may not be simple in the manner which Whitman was striving
for, but it is highly evocative.

"Vaulting the sea, the

prairies' dreaming sod," the Bridge already in the first
section begins to become more than the Brooklyn Bridge.
After this introductory ode to the Booklyn Bridge,
Crane begins with section I, called "Ave Maria."
is about Colxambus and his visionary quest.

This poem

Columbus had

faith that he would discover a continent across the ocean.

He did not let any one keep him from seeking the truth of
his theory.

This is probably one of the best ways to begin

an American epic.

American history books usually begin at

this point.
Crane then moves on to section II, called

"Powhatan's Daughter," who is the famous Pocahuntus (sic).
One would expect that the first poem of this section would
reveal a pageant of American Indian exotica or the
dramatic scene in which the Indian Chief's daughter throws

herself in front of John Smith and pleads for his life, but
this is not what the reader finds.

Instead, Crane begins

the section with the most beautiful lyric poem of the entire

work.

It is a love poem entitled, "The Harbor Dawn."

poem has two main partitions.

This

On one side of the page, it

is a poem about two lovers who lie in bed amid the foghorns
of the misty, chill, harbor dawn.

But on the opposite
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page, a sketchy italicized poem parallels the stanzas which
it reflects.

It states that after 400 years, time recalls

one to his love.

Who is the woman with them in the dawn?

Whose is the flesh their feet have moved upon?

Pocahuntus?

Is it the Statue of Liberty?

or Mother Nature?
these.

Is it

Is it Aphrodite

Perhaps it is all or some or none of

But since this is the first poem in a section

called "Powhatan's Daughter," one would think that it might
refer to her.

The next poem of this section, "Van Winkle," is
about the strange mystic way that the mind can travel

through time and remember past events.

Crane blends this

memory of the past with the events listed in history books,
such as the stories about Pizarro, Cortes, and John Smith.
This accentuates the interpretation of the Bridge as a

link between past, present, and future America.

What would

Van Winkle have thought about the urban world in which
Crane lived?

The following poem, "The River," is about the
commercialism, sloganism, and transcience of modern

American society, and the contemporary Van Winkles who live
outside of society and outside of time.

They are like

eternal children who drift aimlessly across the great land.
Crane contrasts these transients with the travelers who

venture across the continent in trains and over the rivers.
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There is a river of time and space that bridges the
continent and the past with the future.

The second section ends with two poems, "The Dance"

and "Indiana."

In both poems. Crane ventures back into the

past, to the time of Pocahontas and the days when Indian
tribes wandered about the land, and the days of the

pioneers, when the Indians were replaced by new nomads in
search of better lands—nomads who built America by

settling down and constructing homes and towns.

Once again

Crane is bridging the America of the past with the present
American scene.

None of the remaining sections of The Bridge are

composed of multiple sections such as the four poems

comprising section II, except for section V, which has
three short poems.

This section contrasts strongly with

section II and is a kind of distorted mirror image of
section II.

Section II is about the past and the merging

of this American past with the present.

But the first two

poems of section V are about the tawdry world of the
Roaring 1920s.

The opening love lyric in section II is

contrasted by the opening love lyric in section V, which
has an aura of sleeziness about it.

Southern love is only hinted at.

its imagery.

Yet this off-color

It is torpid and humid in

But in the next poem of section V, "National

Winter Garden," the sleeziness is blatant.

"Outspoken
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buttocks in pink beads" . . . "legs waken salads in the
brain" . . .

These and other images of some kind of cheap

thrills-girlie-show contrast with "The Dance" described in
section II, for in "The Dance" the Chief's daughter was

virginal and innocent in an innocent world.

Only in the

last poem of section V, "Virginia," is there a return to
some kind of wholesome female image.

This compares with

the mother depicted in the last poem of section II,
"Indiana."

The states of Virginia and Indiana also have

historical links, since many of the settlers of Indiana
came from states like Virginia.

The Bridge links the

American continent from shore to shore and from past to
future.

Sections III and IV are about travelers.

Section

III is about the sea-voyager who feels uncomfortable on
land, but section IV, "Cape Hatteras," is about sky trav
elers, and it is also a kind of ode to Walt Whitman.

The

imagery and language of this poem, along with the imagery
and language of the last poem of The Bridge represent some
of the highest examples of modern visionary poetry.

Crane

describes dazzling airy worlds "Of pendulous auroral
beaches satellited wide."

The Bridge begins to symbolize a

link between the seen world and the visionary world of

spirit.

And when Crane says "My hand/in yours,/Walt

Whitman—" the Bridge assumes still another level of meaning
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as a link between the living and the dead, between mortal

ity and immortality, and between the present and eternity.
Section VI repeats the theme of commercialism in
the modern world but ends with a profound statement about

love, as if to say that commercialism is the absence of
love or that love is the antidote to vacuous materialism.

It describes the moment when the individual perceives that

his love affair is coming to an end.

Patience is the

armour that protects the heart from despair.
Section VII, "The Tunnel," is about a subway ride
and various scenes of urban life.

this poem.

Crane mentions Poe in

The mood is somewhat nightmarish, even as the

New York subways are a kind of sooty hell filled with
screeching thunders and black caverns.

Once again. Crane

has brought the poem to the present time.
with scenes of the river's edge.

The section ends

Presumably, Crane has

returned the reader to the same area which he described in

the opening poem of The Bridge.
Crane ends his poem with a section called,

Atlantis."
Bridge.

It is the most purely imagistic poem of The

It is a visionary sunburst of colors.

These

verbal fire-works explode from stanza to stanza.

is a legendary lost continent.

Atlantis

But the Bridge links even

this submerged world to America and the global order.

Atlantis is the past and the future.

It is a past glory

and the promise of a scintillant new world.
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But Crane is also evoking images of another
dimension in this last section.

The Bridge has spanned

the stars and inter-space regions.
has occurred.

A psychic enlightenment

Past and present and future, space and earth

and heaven, scientific knowledge and psychic enlightenment

all merge somewhere above and beyond and within the Bridge.
The Bridge is immense.

It has no end.

Thompson was a poet who described heavens with an
intricacy which is innovative, not so much in its imagery,
but in its extensive and detailed scope.

Thompson still

used the traditional flame and jewel imagery, but he was

almost scientific in his thoroughness.

Hart Crane did not

consciously try to describe heavens, but he was a visionary
who was interested in the occult.

There are lines in The

Bridge which sound like heavenly descriptions.

language in an innovative way.

Crane uses

He was living in an age

that was a full generation removed from Francis Thompson's
era.

The world had changed drastically.

Air flight was a

reality, and the mass media had grown to include the radio,
the telephone, the phonograph player and record, and film.
Scientists had made amazing discoveries.

It was time for a

new language.

Poetry began to change rapidly in the early
twentieth century.

Poets experimented with concrete verse

forms and patterns and began breaking poetry down into an
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atomic purity, even as the scientists were beginning to
discover the basic molecular and atomic roots of matter.

A poem cannot be broken down any further than into the
alphabetical letters which comprise the words.

One could

try to break down the individual alphabetical letters into
alphabetical fragments, but this would not give any new
significant insights into the language.

only streamline the alphabet.

It would, at most,

One could remove the legs

from a capital "A," leaving only a triangle, but what would

this prove?

A poet can break a word into its particles.

For example, "shatter" could be written thus;
s h a t

t e r.

But after poets have experimented with

these aspects of extended concrete poetry, the only
direction left for poetry is a continuation of concrete

poetry.
form.

But concrete poetry is more of an experimental
The answer, after poetry had been broken and

stripped down into its elemental quantum-particles, was to

put the pieces back together again in new configurations,
and this is what many poets did.

Concrete poetry will always be used for effect:

it is the point at which poetry comes closest to graphic
art.

But concrete poetry cannot be expressed in a poetry

reading unless the reader employs a slide, a movie, or a

graphic display of the concrete poem.

"S h a t

would sound line "shatter" in a poetry reading.

t e r"
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"SSSHAAATTTEERR" would be something else, a stretching of
the word.

Hart Crane was a poet who put words back together

in a new configuration.

Almost all of Crane's heavenly

descriptions occur in The Bridge, but two lines in "Repose
of Rivers," an earlier poem contained in White Buildings,
are visionary in their imagery:

At fulf gates . . . There, beyond the dykes
26

I heard wind flaking sapphire, . . .

They are visionary in the sense that they give the
reader an almost microscopic or time-lapse photographic
view of the waves with the words "wind flaking sapphire."

This is an unusual juxtaposition of words.

Is it to be

read as wind-flaking sapphire or wind flaking-sapphire?

Is

the wind being broken into particle quanta or is it the
sapphire that is being flaked in a visionary cyclotron?
One must assume that either or both readings of this image
are acceptable.

The Bridge is Crane's longest work, and the images
in this poem are very complex.

A more traditional image

of heaven is contained in the 18th stanza of "The Dance."

Hart Crane, The Complete Poems and Selected
Letters and Prose of Hart Crane, ed. Brom Weber (Garden

City:

Anchor Books, 1966), p. 16.
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Flame cataracts of heaven in seething swarms

27

This line could have been written by Francis

Thompson.

It employs the traditional flame motif, but it is

very elaborate.

Yet this was only a section of another

image that Crane was evoking.

This is the whole stanza:

I heard the hush of lava wrestling your arms,
And stag teeth foam about the raven throat;
Flame cataracts of heaven in seething swarms

Fed down your anklets to the sunset's moat.^°
Although some readers might try to construe this as

the description of a heavenly being, it is describing a

dancing American Indian.

It is as if a movie opened with a

jewel of heavenly splendor and then pulled back for a long
shot, revealing that the jewel is being worn by a woman.

Suddenly the image of the flame cataracts doesn't seem as

heavenly.

Crane does this often, and this is why it was

stated earlier that Crane did not try to describe heavens,

but his images are often visionary and could be construed

to be almost fragments of a heavenly epic that became
embedded within the structure of The Bridge.

Taken out of context, most of these lines from some

imaginary epic sound far more cosmic than Crane meant.

Perhaps there is a strong element of the unconscious in

^"^Ibid., p. 73.
^®Ibid., p. 73.
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Crane's poetry.

Maybe he was unconsciously describing a

heavenly dimension.

The following three lines are from

"Southern Cross":

And this long wake of phosphor,
iridescent

Furrow of all our travel . . .29
This could be read as a description of a heavenly

iridescent roadway that is phosphorescent in its

Itaminosity.

But when it is taken in context it refers to

waters in the wake of a boat.

As stated above, the most visionary poems in The

Bridge are "Cape Hatteras" and "Atlantis."

Both poems

contain numerous examples of conscious and unconscious

heavenly descriptions.

The following passage from "Cape

Hatteras" could seem to be a description of an unearthly
dimension:

While rises in the west the coastwise range,

slowly the hushed landCombustion at the astral core-the dorsal change

Of energy-convulsive shift of sand . . .^^
Crane seems to be describing some kind of nether-

land, but in the context of the poem it appears to be only

his way of depicting the view of an approaching shore from
an airplane or a boat.

^^Ibid., p. 98.
^°Ibid., p. 88.
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When Crane, in the second large stanza of the poem,

describes radio waves as the "captured fume of space" that
"foams," he is consciously being visionary.

And in the

beginning of the next stanza, he is again consciously being
visionary;
But that star-glistered salver of infinity.
The circle, blind crucible of endless space.

Is sluiced by motion, . . .31
When Crane describes the flight of planes in
"Cape Hatteras," the passages become both unconsciously and

consciously visionary, because descriptions of the sky and
flight and clouds are very close to being accounts of a kind
of heavenly realm.
into flight.

Crane says the plane is "space gnawing"

And the dirigible is an "enormous Lounger/

Of pendulous auroral beaches," which is "satellited wide"
by convoy planes in "fleeing balconies."

Searchlights slit

"the sky's pancreas of foaming anthracite," and toward the
end of this poem, in the "third to the last stanza. Crane
consciously begins to evoke visions of a heavenly world:
And now, as launched in abysmal cupolas of space.
Toward endless terminals, Easters of speeding lightVast engines outward veering with seraphic grace
On clarion cylinders pass out of sight
To course that span of consciousness thou'st named

The Open Road . . .32

^^Ibid., p. 89.

^^Ibid., p. 95.

'i i.
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There are even more striking examples of this
unconscious and conscious visionary word-painting in the
last poem of The Bridge, "Atlantis,"

The following

passages, the first and third stanzas of "Atlantis," sound

like descriptions of a heavenly dimension:
Through the bound cable strands, the arching path
Upward, veering with light, the flight of strings,
Taut miles of shuttling moonlight syncopate
The whispering rush, telepathy of wires.
Up the index of night, granite and steelTransparent meshes-fleckless the gleaming stavesSibylline voices flicker, waveringly stream
As though a god were issue of the strings . . .
*

*

*

And on, obliquely up bright carrier bars
New octaves trestle the twin monoliths

Beyond whose frosted capes the moon bequeaths
Two worlds of sleep (0 arching strands of song!)
Onward and up the crystal-flooded aisle
White tempest nets file upward, upward ring
With silver terraces the humming spars,
The loft of vision, palladium helm of stars.

These stanzas seem to be depicting a majestic and
ethereal scene.

They are describing the wires and shining

steel cables of the Brooklyn Bridge.

These stanzas are

packed with unusual word juxtapositions and effectively
illustrate many of Crane's innovative techniques, whether

conscious or unconscious, for suggesting or actually
describing a visionary realm.

"Shuttling moonlight

syncopate" evokes an image of moon-beams interweaving in

^^Ibid., 114.
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threaded silver harmonies.

"Telepathy of wires" and

"Transparent meshes-fleckless the gleaming staves" further
create the image of this multiple-stranded luminous network.

"With silver terraces" and "crystal-flooded aisle" and
"trestle the twin monoliths" and "palladium of stars" all
suggest a heavenly scene in which monolithic towers on
silvery sky-terraces sparkle on the starry banks of
crystal-aisled streams.
This mixture of conscious and unconscious heavenly

imagery continues throughout "Atlantis," and in the third
to the last stanza. Crane begins to merge both aspects by

making the Bridge a divine object.

It was stated above in

the discussion about The Bridge that there are many levels
of meaning which can be derived from the symbol of the

Bridge.

At the end of this long poem. Crane is either

glorifying the Brooklyn Bridge with rhapsodic imagery, or
he is describing a heavenly bridge.

He says:

Always through spiring cordage, pyramids
Of silver sequel, Diety's young name
Kinetic of white choiring wings . . . ascends.
Crane further spiritualizes the symbol of The

Bridge in the first half of the last stanza when he writes:
So to thine Everpresence, beyond time.
Like spears ensanguined of one tolling star
That bleeds infinity-the orphic strings.

^^Ibid., p. 116.
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Sidereal phalanxes, leap and converge:

-One Song, One Bridge of Fire!^^
The strings of this trans-dimensional bridge are
reaching beyond time to the realms of The Omnipresent One.
Crane's innovative language and dense imagery is
not always easy to comprehend, but occasionally, either

consciously or unconsciously, he crosses the mystical bridge
into higher dimensions.

The heavenly epic that lies within

The Bridge is like the soul which is locked away in the
mortal body; it is released when the earthly dross is
removed.

The new frontiers of the sky and heaven and space

which Whitman saw dimly over the distance and which Crane
and Francis Thompson began to settle are vaster and more

complex than any earthly scene.

They cannot be described

adequately with images of fire, metal, and jewels.

A new,

dynamic, and highly imagistic language is needed to suggest
the iridescent heavenly realms.

The languages of the world

are producing more words to convey a sense of the ethereal.

Many of these new words are related to the fields of
electronics, physics, and astronomy.

Poetry employing such

words will begin to arrive closer at evoking a sense of the
worlds beyond.

The Space Age has arrived, and the star

^^Ibid., p. 117.
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travelling future generations are already arising upon the
earth.

A new literature must also arise to eloquently and

prophetically proclaim this cosmic new era.
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CHAPTER VII

SURREALIST VISIONARIES

Symbolist poets such as Whitman, Thompson, and
Crane were searching for the wondrous world on the other
side, the Promised Land across the sea.

Coliambus was a

visionary who dreamed of discovering Cathay, an earthly

paradise, by sailing beyond the Pillars of Hercules.

It is

not surprising to find that Whitman and Crane refer to
Columbus' quest in their poetry.

Whitman and Crane and

other Symbolist poets refine this quest to mean mankind's
eternal search for a paradise, whether earthly or heavenly,
beyond the rainbow.

Whitman was a voyager who renounced the old

political and social and literary orders of Europe in favor
of a New World Utopia.

He could see the far shore

approaching and smell the ambrosial fragrances wafting from
the sunny slopes of The Promised Land.

From afar, he could

see the towers and sparkling outlines of an ethereal

kingdom.

The walls of the city of heaven were emerging into

sight, as Whitman proclaimed his desire to sail farther,
farther on.

But Whitman was like the Old Testament Moses

who climbed to the mountain top and viewed the far-

stretching lands of milk and honey, knowing he would never
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be able to cross over the river, the range, the ocean, and
set foot in The Promised Land.

Whitman was a herald of the

heavenly worlds that lie beyond the midnight passage of
death, but he was never able to enter these cosmic realms
and report his discoveries to mankind.

Thompson sailed into the realms of paradise and

began exploring The New Frontier.

He described heavenly

worlds with a dazzling splendor and thoroughness that had

seldom before been attempted.

He entered the visionary

worlds and began to build a settlement upon the shining
shores which Whitman had glimpsed from afar.

Crane was a dream-voyager consciously and

unconsciously building a bridge across the sea which
Whitman had traveled, a bridge rising into the worlds which

Thompson had begun to settle.

It was a bridge possessing

aspects of both worlds, the futuristic global paradise and
the supernal realms of spirit.

Crane built this bridge

with lines of dazzling poetry thickly riveted with gleaming
figures of speech.

The sea had been crossed.

settlements had begun.

The

The bridge was in place.

The way

was open for any and all to cross over into the New
Dimension.

Yet this exodus did not take-off the way one might

have expected.
world.

Wars from 1914 to 1947 began to ravage the

The era of global war had come.

It was either the
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ending of an epoch or the beginning of a new era.

Poets

and painters found it difficult to proclaim the spirit
worlds when the world was crumbling and falling down around
them.

It was a time to either escape from the darkness or

search for a remedy.

Surrealism emerged as both an escape and a remedy.
The Surrealists saw that the world was breaking apart, and

in their own way they began breaking the world of art

apart, to reflect this shattered world.

When they had

broken images and symbols down into fragments, the
Surrealists rearranged these components in surreal

juxtapositions. They hoped to transcend the symbols and
images and unite the unconscious and subconscious realms of
dreaming with the conscious and superconscious worlds of
what is commonly considered reality.

But what is reality?

The Surrealists did not believe that the unconscious

should be separated from the conscious, as if they were two
different islands in a sea.

They believed that it was all

like one iceberg, in which the conscious world was that

which appeared above the surface, and the unconscious realm
was that which floated below the surface.
of the whole.

All was a part

The Surrealists wanted to re-enter the dream

world in full waking consciousness.

They experimented with

automatic writing and tried putting each other in hypnotic
sleep-trances.

They strove to find beauty in what was
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considered very unbeautiful.

They welded together pieces

of junk and considered their "found-object" sculptures
works of high art.

They were radical and often absurd.

In their quest to unite the conscious with the
unconscious, the Surrealists often mimicked or assumed

various stages of mental abnormality.

They often tried

to clothe themselves consciously in insanity so that they

could break through to a higher understanding of reality,
for the definition of reality can extend in a variety of
directions.

A purely scientific person could define

reality as a complicated network of electromagnetic
vibrations and atomic superstructures.

really a chair.

A chair is not

A chair is a pattern of atomic particles,

a constellation of atomic stars.

really not solid at all.

What appears solid is

Matter is composed of gulfs of

empty space, the spaces between electrons and neutrons and
protons.

Matter is a region of scattered particles through

which gamma rays and x-rays and other forms of electro
magnetic radiation pass.

To a Hindu mystic the world is an illusion, a world

of maya in which nothing is real, and the only reality is
the omnipresence of the All One.

The Hindu mystic sees

the world as a dream-world-fantasy revolving in a series
of masks and incarnations and symbols of the higher

reality, which lies above and beyond and within all.

To a
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mystic the heavenly dimensions are real, even more real
than the material world, and so reality is a composite of
dimensions and worlds both seen and unseen.

The Surrealists approached this extended viev; of
reality in their striving to bring the conscious and
unconscious together.

They believed that all of the parts

could be assembled and reassembled, juxtaposed and placed
out of context, and that out of all these experiments with

space and super-reality a new consciousness would arise.
The imagination must become active to appreciate
Surrealist painting and poetry and cinema.

Surrealism can

be used as a stimulus to disassociate one's sense of

reality, so that a higher cosmic view can be obtained.
Surrealism can make one look at objects in a new way.

A

street scene can seem perfectly normal, but if the

buildings are painted unusual purple shades and if the

windows do not open into rooms but scenes of intergalactic

space, a surreal picture has been created.

The way is open

to redefine a building or a window.

In their quest for higher realities, the Surrealists
began to explore visionary heights.

After World War II,

Salvador Dali changed his style, but he remains the most

famous. Surrealist painter.

His post war paintings have

become more mystical and more concerned with visions of
sub-atomic and super-atomic molecularity.

He has studied
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the evolving scientific discoveries in the realms of

physics and optics and has attempted to translate some of
these discoveries into his painting.

After hundreds of years of poetic descriptions of
heavens which sounded basically the same, Thompson and

Crane began to explore new techniques for depicting super

natural regions.

One of their techniques was to assimilate

some of the latest scientific discoveries into their poetry,

such as using a few words from the field of electronics to
express brightness.

Dali also uses some of the recent

scientific discoveries to express and evoke a sense of the
supernatural.

Blake was one of the first painters to break away
from the long tradition of rendering a heavenly scene as a

cloudy region with winged mortal-looking figures floating
around.

Blake made his angels jewel-like and almost

transparent, and he began to paint his heavenly scenes with
a prismatic coloration.

He was a visionary who was

attempting to paint the world of spirit as he saw it.
Dali is one of the few painters since Blake to

attempt to render heavenly scenes with a new and photo
realistic imagery.

Bali's The Sacrament of the Last Supper

is one, of the world's most famous modern paintings.

The

figure of Jesus is given a transparency that is highly
visionary.

Behind the foreground figures, a golden and
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half transparent-half translucent structure rises into the
sky.

It has a glassy airy quality resembling the

architecture of some airport terminals.
In some paintings such as Portrait of Gala in
Circles and Birth of a Goddess, Dali displays a central

figure broken into molecular or atomic particles.

Some of

the impressionist painters and pointillist painters had
suggested that matter was not really solid, but Dali
deliberately attempts to give matter a new scientific
treatment by painting it as if the viewer were looking
through a kind of visionary electron microscope.

Dali

employs this technique very dramatically in a painting
with an unusual title:

The Chromosome of a Highly Colored

Fish's Eye Starting the Harmonious Disintegration of the

Persistence of Memory.

This title sounds more like a

scientific treatise, but the painting is a molecular

re-rendering of Dali's most famous painting. The Persis
tence of Memory.

Like the original painting. The Persis

tence of Memory, in which soft limp clocks and watches are
drooping over edges, the new rendering contains clocks and
watches, but they droop in a landscape which is more of a
siib-atomic nuclear inner-space than anything related to the

earth.

The foreground is a series of detached and suspend

ed rectangular cubes, representing the building blocks of
matter.

The sea is a kind of viscous sheet floating in a
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polychrome space.

The watches begin to represent "time"

in a time-space disintegration.
Dali combines these various experiments in

molecularity in a supernal painting called Assumpta
Corpuscularia Lapislazulina.

Matter and space blend and

melt and disintegrate and etherealize and materialize in a
swirling cyclontronic pageant of technicolor brilliance.
It represents one of the most visionary and innovative
mystical paintings in modern art history.

Dali has

discovered new ways to depict higher dimensions, and this
painting is one of the finest products of his molecular
phase.

But Dali is constantly striving to explore and
discover new areas of painting.

He watches the latest

scientific discoveries, hoping to obtain ideas for his

paintings.

He hopes to produce three-dimensional paintings

using a kind of laser holographic electric pointillism.
All of Dali's visionary paintings are not the same.

Some are very molecular, such as those described above, and
some are highly stratified, such as Discovery of America by
Columbus.

This painting contains some areas which are

rendered in a kind of atomic-molecular style, but most of

the painting consists of various densities and striations of

clouds and light and crystalline figures and poles.

this painting Dali is reproducing Columbus' mystical

In
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landing on America, but it could also be seen as Dali's

mystical quest for New Worlds of artistic technique.
Columbus is a popular figure among visionaries.

Crane and

Whitman also created artistic works about Columbus.

Columbus represents the visionary who found what he had
dreamed of discovering.

Visionaries are always seeking

higher worlds and dimensions but few are able to prove

tangibly the reality of their dreams the way Columbus did.
Since a visionary cannot lead people to the worlds he sees,

he must bring these mystical worlds to his audience.
Tuna Fishing is one of Dali's most recent

paintings.

Although the basic action of the painting and

the figures within it are not cosmic or mystical, the
coloration is extremely visionary.

Many of the figures

have an unearthly phosphorescent iridescence.
blazes with molten polychromatic shades.

The painting

Some of the

figures incandesce like the sun, shaking out fiery coronas
into electric space.

Other figures are bodies of light

like cinematic ghosts projected on a rainbow-tinted screen.

Some figures consist of multi-colored molecular puzzles.
In this hallucinatory painting, Dali employs almost every
device of modern art.

There are elements of impressionism,

pointillism, fauvism, cubism, futurism, surrealism, and op,
pop, abstract, and psychedelic art.

It is a strange and

surreal paradox that Dali used such visionary techniques to
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describe a scene in which various figures are tempestuously
engaged in tuna fishing.
Dali is one of the most exciting visionary

painters, because he usually paints in a photo-realistic
style.

He wants his paintings to seem like picture post

cards of other worlds.

By striving to render his visions

realistically, Dali is extending the boundaries of what is
possible in art.

He plans to carry painting into new

frontiers using electronic equipment.

If he succeeds, Dali

will no longer be painting with oil on canvas.

Like the

modern musicians who use electronic synthesizers to create

a variety of traditional and unconventional sounds, Dali

hopes to photo-paint with electrodes and electroplates and
holographic scenes, and thus produce imagery both tradi
tional and cinematographically supernatural.

Time will tell

if Dali succeeds in this artistic and visionary quest.

Although Dali is the most famous and one of the

most visionary Surrealists, there are other Surrealists who
occasionally painted ethereal scenes, such as Ernst and

Magritte and Matta.

But perhaps the most impressive group

is a movement of neo-Surrealist or post-Surrealist painters
which emerged in Vienna during the post World War II era.
During the first half of the twentieth century,

many surrealists and expressionist painters prophesied the
approaching storm of global war and political upheavals.
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They could see that a time of disruption and change was
coming, and when the destruction and murder of World War II
ended, a new world order began to crystallize.

It was as

if a kaleidoscope had been turned and new patterns had
emerged to replace the old order.
Most of the older painters of the Viennese FantasyRealists lived in or around Vienna during the nightmarish

days of World War II.

Many of them were Jewish and suffer

ed the oppression and persecution of Nazism.

Some of the

Fantasy-Realists were forced to live and work in Nazi
concentration camps.

They lived through the catastrophe

of the Nazi GStterdhmmerung.

They witnessed the downfall

of the evil war-lords, and when they began to paint, they

rejected much of modern art, because it had failed to
predict and prevent the horrors of the war era.

Austria's

museums were filled with the paintings of the great masters
of Western art, and it was to many of these old masters

that the young Viennese painters turned for guidance and
inspiration.

They studied the intricate pageants of

Altdorfer and Grilnewald, and they saw in the paintings of
the Surrealists a dream-realism which they adopted as their
own.

This new Austrian movement distinguished itself
from the international Surrealist movement by concentrating

more on the creation of symbols of mystic consciousness.
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The Surrealists had often seemed absurd in their insistence
on sub-conscious automatism.

The Surrealists had sometimes

seemed silly, and silliness was the last thing the young
Austrians wanted to explore.

The Viennese Fantasy-Realists

compared themselves to the Symbolists painters such as

Redon and Moreau, who often depicted visionary allegories.
The Fantasy-Realists had lived through hell on earth, and

they had no patience with absurdity and silly irrationalism.
It was time to create a new world.

The five original Fantasy-Realists met at the
Vienna Academy of Arts soon after the end of World War II.

Wolfgang Hutter, Ernst Fuchs, Anton Lehmden, and later
Erich Brauer studied with Albert Giitersloh, a teacher who

recognized their unique qualities and organized an art club
where they could meet both as friends and artists.

Rudolf

Hausner completed the original circle of five artists.
(Giitersloh is not usually included among the Fantasy-

Realists.)

Hausner was fifteen years older than most of

his fellow Fantasy-Realists, and he had already developed
his own form of post or neo-Surrealism.
Unlike the Surrealists, who had a leader and a

manifesto, the Fantasy-Realists existed with no official
structure.

Giitersloh brought them together, having taught

all of them, with the exception of Hausner.

The Fantasy-

Realists studied the masterpieces of the Northern and
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Southern Renaissance, Mannerism, Baroque, and Rococo eras

of art.

They based their art on tradition, adopting

whatever styles or techniques from previous movements they
felt inspired to study.

In an effort to resurrect many

long ignored artistic styles, they combined numerous trends

diffused throughout modern and post-Medieval art into a new
and mystical Fantasy-Realism.
The Fantasy-Realists matured and developed their
art, and in 1958 Fuchs opened a gallery in Vienna, where
the works of this new school of art could be exhibited to

the world.

Many artists from the surrounding areas were

greatly impressed by this new artistic movement, and by
the mid 1960s, there were over thirty painters belonging
to the Fantasy-Realist school of painting.
Like Surrealism and Symbolism, Fantasy-Realism may
someday be seen as one of the major movements of modern
art.

It is a unique and profound and visionary movement

with numerous adherents, but it is as yet a little known
movement in the artistic circles of America.

The magazine,

Avant-Garde, began to introduce the Fantasy-Realists to the
Western Hemisphere, but it ceased publication after only a
few years of circulation.

Yet the past issues of this

magazine which are available in many libraries are probably
the most accessible source for discovering some examples of
Fantasy-Realism.

.I'l
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Of the original group of five Fantasy-Realists,
Erich Brauer and Ernst Fuchs are the best at depicting

visionary supernatural worlds.

Brauer is often considered

to be a kind of twentieth century Bosch, because his

phosphorescent and unearthly figures swim and float in a
hallucinatory and often dazzling sea-sky dimension.

Many

of his figures resemble the phosphorescent creatures which
dwell in the depths of the ocean.

These incandescent

figures and their glowing environments sometimes look like
the interiors of a vast living organism.

Perhaps this is

Brauer's way of expressing the All-Living Omnipresence of
The Creator or the organic one-ness of all things.

Brauer

depicts a world of filaments, and fibrous organs and
vessels, lacing and interweaving in a dimension of
iridescent panoramas.

Fuchs has painted some of the most heavenly visions
in Western art, and he is emerging as one of the leading
Fantasy-Realists.

The earliest paintings by Fuchs resemble

some of the surreal paintings of Dali, but the iconography
stems from the horrors Fuchs experienced as a slave-laborer
in Nazi Austria.

Saints, crucifixes, skulls, and

archbishops are prevalent in Fuchs' early paintings.

His

early style is reminiscent of International Style Gothic
Art and illuminated Medieval manuscripts.

Fuchs followed

this style with the next most logical progression, and in
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the 1950s he began painting in a style reminiscent of the
Northern Renaissance:

holy figures stand in highly

detailed landscapes as angels float in the skies.

The

technique is similar to the photographic realism of Van
Eyck.

Helmeted Nazis occassionally represent demons,

forming a contrast to the seraphs who glitter in the skies.
In the period from 1956 to 1960, Fuchs painted some
of his most visionary works of art.

Angelic beings of light,

haloed by luminous crystalline spheres, shine with a jewel
like radiance.

In one painting, a translucent sapphire

space-ship hovers above a celestial scene, as a golden god
floats in the wind.

In another painting, a large glassy

face floats in a fiery dimension.

Fuchs may have been

influenced by Blake, who was the first visionary to depict
heavenly scenes with a crystalline luminosity, but he
added to this crystalline style a photographic realism

which made his visions appear more realistic than Blake's
more idealized and stylized paintings.
Fuchs continued to change his style in the 1960s.

He began a series of unusual portraits which represent
different kinds of unearthly faces, and one of his

paintings from 1962, "The Doors of Gaza," was the

inspiration behind the use of the monolith in the movie
2001:

A Space Odyssey.
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Fuchs' paintings in the 1970s have continued to
explore new ways of depicting supernatural dimensions.

Fuchs is experimenting with colors that resemble the kind
of shades one sees under an ultraviolet light.

It is too early to assess adequately the impact of
the Fantasy-Realists.

Some of the youngest Fantasy-

Realists represented in a few of the issues of Avant-Garde
are amazingly visionary in their rendition of otherworldly
dimensions, but one cannot determine at this point in time

whether they will continue to paint and develop their art.
Many of the modern visionary artists have been
influenced by the Surrealists, such as Dali, Ernst, and

Magritte, who in his more profound works suggested a mystic
level in which dream-vision doors open to cosmic space or

the sky is sliced into blue cubes.

Pavel Tchelitchew was

one of the most visionary painters of the first half of
the twentieth century, but he has not achieved the renown
he deserves

and

has not been given the opportunity to

inspire the emerging generation of painters like his
Surrealist contemporaries.

Tchelitchew was a painter who remained outside the

major movements of the early and mid twentieth century.
He is best known for his Hide and Seek which is displayed

is the Museum of Modern Art in New York City.

It was

painted in 1942, and it is rendered in a photographic
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technique which resembles the style that Fuchs evolved in
the 1950s.

But Tchelichew's most mystical and visionary

works were a series of divine heads.

In the process of

painting and drawing these heads, Tchelichew evolved a
series of ethereal styles.

The early heads are semi

transparent, half corporeal, half crystalline faces, but
in the course of time, Tchelichew removed the corporeal

aspects of the.heads and they began to become increasingly
crystalline, like the heads of etherean angels.

Techelichew

further developed the transparency of these heads by finally
rendering them with a geometric semi-abstraction of concen
tric lines and circles, as if the faces were aerodynamically

designed beings composed of wi.nd-and-crystal spiritual
essences.

Tchelichew, in his last angelic heads, broke

through into new frontiers of visionary art.

His last

paintings have a technological perfection which almost
resembles computer art, but they are imbued with a heavenly
aspect of divine ethereality.
The remainder of the twentieth century promises to

become perhaps the supreme period in the field of visionary

painting.

Not only do such painters as Dali and Fuchs and

the other Fantasy-Realists continue to create, but a new
wave of artists is emerging throughout the world.

The

psychedelic movement of the late 1960s, with its stress on

mystic illumination through such devices as light-shows and
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color-fauvism (with or without the use of psychedelic

chemicals) will surely result in a school of psychedelic
visionaries. These future painters are still in schools or
struggling in attics or just beginning to exhibit their
paintings.

Fantasy-Realism may continue to attract and

influence young European artists, and it will probably

finally cross the ocean and create a sizable vogue in the
Western Hemisphere.

Another movement that is developing in modern
visionary painting is the artistic reaction to the

exploration of outer space.

It seems that Hollywood,

California could emerge as one of the centers of this new

science-fiction space art.

The painters Nik Raicevic

and Morris Dollens are two of the leading Los Angeles based

space artists, but there are numerous other space artists
emerging across the country.

Raicevic and Dollens both

depict interstellar scenes and visions of otherworldly or
extra-terrestrial landscapes.

They, and others like them,

are the painters of the kind of scenes which often appear
in science-fiction movies, but while many of the visions
offered in movies lie forgotten in the celluloid wasteland
of second and third rate science-fiction movies, the .

paintings of a Raicevic or a Dollens may enter the canons
of high art and be preserved.
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Painting is approaching the next step in the
eternal progression of visionary art.
Surrealism and the Fantasy-Realists.

Symbolism inspired
Surrealism has

inspired the Fantasy-Realists, and it continues to
influence the emerging generations of psychedelic and

post psychedelic artists.

Space art has its roots in

Symbolism, Surrealism, and psychedelic art.

Will future

visionary masters paint iridescent panoramas of heavenly
worlds, where crystalline angels fly in rainbow skies and

fluorescent starships aureoled in diamond light soar in a
dimension of interweaving prismatic spheres?

Is a new era

emerging out of the wars and revolutions and visionary
movements of the twentieth century?

Will painting become

increasingly mystical and concerned with rendering visions
of higher dimensions?

Will modern painters begin to

explore new techniques of painting such as those which
Dali forsees;

electronic painting utilizing lasers and

holography and the assorted technologies of the everevolving field of electronics?

If the ambitions and

preferences of the emerging generation are any indication
of the direction of modern painting, a zenith of visionary
art is likely to occur in
twentieth century.

the final quarter of the

CHAPTER VIII

VISIONARY ASPECTS IN FILM AND VIDEO

The advent of film and video in the twentieth

century is something totally new to the world.

The

visionary mystic wants to convey his vision to others.
Theoretically, the best way a mystic could transmit his
visions to others would be through manufacturing dreams and

somehow inserting them into the dreams of a sleeping
mortal.

Creating a film or a video tape is the closest

thing on earth to creating a dream, because a film has
action and sound and color:

it looks almost real.

The

latest laser holographs even have a three-dimensional

appearance, so that when the viewer walks around, he sees
different views of the scene, as in real life.

Film has been used by visionaries almost from the

beginning.

The genres of science fiction and fantasy have

contained most of the visionary films.

These films have

shown trips to the moon, and an early film about Faust is
one of the most mystical films ever produced.

In this

film, characters appear and disappear and fly through
various spirit world regions.

Films began to seem even more real with the

invention of color photography.

Some of the scenes in the
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famous film. The Wizard of Oz, are very visionary.

The

scene in which the good witch appears to Dorothy and tells
her what has happened to her since her departure from
Kansas is a work of art:

sparkling lights appear in the

air, and out of this glittering nimbus the luminous shape
of the angel-like witch begins to crystallize and grow.
This is like a visionary experience in full technicolor
radiance.

Film-makers seldom attempt to create a heavenly
scene, but some of the special effects that appear in
science fiction movies and television programs are
supernatural in their appearance.

Forbidden Planet was one

of the most visionary movies of the 1950s.

Earlier science

fiction movies had dealt with other themes, such as the

ghosts and vampires and humanoid-monsters in the films of

the 1920s and 1930s.

Space travel began to become very

popular in the films of the 1940s.

contributed to this trend.

The Buck Rogers serials

When the first UFO sightings

began in 1947, people started to become very interested in

the possibility of life on other planets and space travel.

Movies such as Forbidden Planet were about space
exploration.

Although these movies seldom offered a vision

of what could be called a heavenly scene or a vision of a
supernatural dimension, they often contain scenes of
spaceships with highly advanced technologies which seem
like visions of another world.
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Television first began to become a popular medium
in the 1950s, and some of the most visionary science

fiction series were and are such shows as "One Step Beyond,"
"The Twilight Zone," "The Outer Limits," "The Night Gallery,"
"Star Trek," "The Sixth Sense," and "Space:

1999."

These

television series appeared in the period from the late
1950s to the middle 1970s.

They almost never attempted to

create heavenly scenes, but they often contain scenes that

depict supernatural or extra-terrestrial realms.
The background music in the science fiction movies
and television series is often electronic music.

Electronic music is also a new visionary technique that is
unique to the twentieth century.

Using instruments such as

synthesizers, ring modulators, echo-plexes, and various
other sound distortion devices, modern musicians and

composers can produce a wide variety of visionary and

supernatural-sounding music.

There are many electronic

music composers in the contemporary music scene, but it is
yet too early to determine their historical importance.
There are almost always new electronic media being

developed which may serve the artistic needs of future
artists.

Laser holography is often considered to be

potentially one of the leading art technologies of the
future.

Because it gives the semblance of actual three-

dimensional reality, and because it can be used as
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either a film medium or a kind of photographic screen,
holography can be used by either film makers or painter
holographers.

Dali believes that future painters will

create their visions with laser holography.
Video disks, which are like records that can be

played on a turntable, can be attached to television sets,

and the television viewer need no longer depend on
television stations for his entertainment.

The man or

woman of the future will be able to create his own video

programs or purchase his choice of movies and video
programs at the store.
It is believed that the home video screens of the

future will be the size of walls.

Telephones will also

have video screens, and the home video wall, when not in

actual use, may hold a fixed image of scenery or the video
reproduction of a work of art or a light show.
All of these forms of media increase the

possibilities for the creation of ever-more vivid visionary
art.

There is already a. movement of video-poetry, in which

poets create movies and soundtracks in conjunction with the
recitation of their poetry.

When the viewer watches a

video-poem, he sees and hears the poem both as word and as
sound and imagery.

But how the visionary artists of the

future will use these almost magical electronic media is

only a matter of speculation.

Theoretically, a visionary
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artist could use these various devices to create the most

astounding heavenly scenes and sounds the world has ever
seen.

A technicolor holographic movie could be made about

a heavenly story, such as The Divine Comedy or Paradise
Lost.

Crystalline worlds and rainbow skies and prismatic

spheres could be created with technologies already in
existence.

X-ray and heat photography could be used to

give images the appearance of a supernatural transparency
and color-radiance.

The science fiction movie, 2001;

A

Space Odyssey, utilized some of the modern technologies,

such as electron microscope photography and color-negative
photography, and the last sequence of 2001:

A Space

Odyssey is one of the most visionary creations in world

history.

It is almost a mystical experience just to view

the various displays of supernal beauty as the astronaut
flies through a dimension or heaven of cosmic splendor.
2001:

A Space Odyssey revealed to modern artists

the possibilities inherent in the modern technological
inventions.

How the visionaries of the future will

utilize these inventions for conveying their visions will
soon become apparent.

It could be that the time of

collective art creations is approaching, in which film

photographers and poets and musicians and artists combine
their talents in the production of visionary epics.

It is

obvious that even as the electronic mass media are bringing
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the people of the world closer together, so also are they

bringing the arts into a more closely-woven synthesis.
sequence such as the final part of 2001;

A

A Space Odyssey

is the creation of various special effects designers,
photographers, and artists, who worked in conjunction with
a composer and a writer to create a visionary spectacle.
There is almost no limit to the possibilities.

The

potential for artistic creation is nearly infinite.
Whether artists combine their efforts or work separately
or follow both courses, the future of visionary art and
music is more promising than in any other time in the
history of planet Earth.

CHAPTER IX

.

CONTEMPORARY VISIONARY LITERATURE

Contemporary poets seldom attempt to describe a

supernatural dimension or a heavenly world.

In their quest

for a more simple and a more conversational style, many
modern poets have nearly abandoned the use of ornate

figures of speech.

Contemporary poets do not compose lush

descriptions such as those found in Romantic, Symbolist,
and Surrealist poetry, concentrating instead on philosophi
cal and often mundane subjects.

Yet traces of visionary

poetry have survived in the second half of the twentieth
century.

Contemporary visionary poetry tends to fall into
two categories.

There is the post-psychedelic mystical

school of poets, many of whom were Beat poets in the 1950s,

and there is a recent tendency among modern poets to

discuss various aspects related to the exploration of outer
space.

The post-psychedelic mystical poets are the more

visionary of the two groups, because they discuss topics
that are more truly beyond the three-dimensional material

istic plane.

Many of the poets who write poems about outer

space are more futuristic than visionary:

they are writing

about space and the galaxy and the possibilities of future
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space-exploration, but all of these items are part of the
three-dimensional materialistic plane.

The moon is not in

a supernatural dimension, nor is Mars or Alpha Centauri.
The planets and stars are only distant from the earth.

Describing rockets and moon colonies is not much different
from describing a boat or a colony in the jungles of South
America.

But descriptions of an approaching interplanetary

era are visionary in the sense that they are prophetic
visions of a future time.

The emphasis of this thesis has not been on how

poets and painters perceive and describe the future, but on
how they convey their visions of the dimensions and heaven

ly worlds that exist beyond the earth plane.

The future of

the earth may or may not lie in the exploration and
development of outer space.

Earth may or may not construct

elaborate civilizations across the solar system.

Earth may

or may not be contacted by a highly developed extra
terrestial civilization.

And the earth may or may not

unite in some kind of intergalactic confederation with

myriad other planetary civilizations.

Such speculations

lie in the areas of science fiction and future prophecy.

But even if the earth were to unite in an intergalactic

confederation of planets, this would still be a socio

political and economic structure in a three-dimensional
plane.
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But one significant way in which technological

development effects the creation of visionary heavenly
descriptions is in the production of new vocabularies to
verbalize and make communicable an otherworldly vision.

The writers of such visionary books as The Bible, the

Bhagavad Gita, and the Dead Sea scrolls were limited in

their vocabularies.

They described scenes as looking like

burning brass or fiery sapphire, because they had no other
way to express themselves.

It is also questionable whether

they and their readers had the ability to visualize
intricate verbal descriptions.
Such writers as Dante, Milton, Shelley, Keats,

Blake, and Thompson began to employ more intricate figures

of speech and ornate descriptions.

They reflected the

growing intellectual and scientific knowledge that was
developing in the times in which they lived.

Hart Crane

made extensive use of dense imagery and employed a very

complex and scientifically aware vocabulary to create

passages of visionary poetry which are capable of being
interpreted as being sub-conscious descriptions of
heavenly worlds.

But the growth of visionary literature is probably
attributable to more than just the scientific and

intellectual development of the planet.

The advancement of

visionary painting probably aided the development of
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visionary poetry, and the reverse is probably true.

As

poets described heavenly worlds with greater complexity,
painters were able to visualize and paint these worlds with
a more detailed intricacy, and as painters produced more
and more elaborate visions of heaven, poets were probably

inspired to imagine even more complex heavenly scenes.
This leads to the question of how painting and poetry and
such media as film and video actually train and develop the

visualizing abilities of the mind.

It is a question that

cannot be easily resolved, because the answer probably

partly lies in a complex analysis of human intelligence,
creativity, conceptualization, and thought.

Another significant factor in the growth of

visionary art and literature is the influence of mystical

groups and their esoteric beliefs upon artists and writers.
Such movements as transcendentalism, spiritualism,

Swedenborgianism, and theosophy have influenced various
creative artists and given them a more elaborate basis for

conceptualizing the nature of the heavenly dimensions.
With the growth of mysticism, occultism, visionary

painting and music in the second half of the twentieth

century, and with the unprecedented developments in the
fields of astronomy, astrophysics, electronics, chemistry,

optics, spectroscopy, space-technology, and telecommunica
tions, it would seem that the time is very ripe for the
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production of extremely mystical and intricate visionary
poetry.

It is inevitable that art will change.

In the

final quarter of the twentieth century, new art and
literature is beginning to emerge, but many of these new

creations may not be widely known until after the year
2000.

Some of the new artists and writers of the 70s may

become recognized before the twenty-first century, but the
world which they are living in is changing at an unprece
dented rate.

There has never been a global link-up of

satellites and jets and telecommunications networks such
as that which exists in the present age, and the modern

space, electronic, and telecommunications technologies are
expanding at a rapid rate.

The Soviets are even

experimenting with machines that are powered by psychic
energy from the human mind.

The concept of machines

running on psychic propulsion seems like a science-fiction
fantasy, but the Soviets state that they have achieved
success in their early efforts in this field, and in the
Western cultures there is a faddish interest in psycho

kinesis, (PK), or the ability of a psychic to move matter

or bend keys or impose telepathically-transmitted pictures

on virgin film.

What new technologies might evolve from

these contemporary discoveries?
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For thousands of years, visionary poets and artists
have attempted to convey their visions of the heavenly
worlds in their literature, painting, and music.

They have

employed simple earth images of fire and shining metal and

jewels that gleam to try to depict the heavens.

But in the

last quarter of the twentieth century, artists and poets
have a vast reserve of electronic media and scientific

terms with which to experiment.

Mysticism has become a large movement in the second
half of the twentieth century, and this suggests that the
audience for visionary literature and art has scarcely as

yet been tapped.

The world is experiencing an era in which

people are rapidly losing their faith in the old institu
tions of religion and government.

More and more people

have begun to search for the mystical answers to the
meaning of existence.

Literature and art have always been

before man to guide him and lift him up.
be taken higher than ever before.

Man is ready to

He is ready to explore

his solar system, and he^ is at the threshold of discovering
profound insights into the occult psychic powers of his
mind.

A new art and literature must arise to call man to

the edges of the universe.

A new art must arise to lead

man into an awareness of the heavenly dimensions which
exist beyond the temporal world.
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And it will come; the new era of visionary art and

literature will arrive.

It is already beginning to kindle

and burst into brilliance across the planet like the light

of a supernova which has been travelling across the
universe for thousands and millions of years.

Now is the

time for mankind to mentally ascend beyond the stars,

beyond the galaxies, and into the endless heavenly
dimensions.

Now is the time for the visionary artist and

the visionary writer to stand up and point out the

glittering path:

this is the way to the prismatic zone.

This is the road to the realms beyond death, to the realms
beyond time.

CONCLUSION

The artists and poets and their creations that are
discussed in this thesis were arranged in a chronological
order because one of the tenets of this thesis was that

visionary descriptions of the heavens become more elaborate
and more accurate as the astronomical and electrical

sciences provide poets with an ever-expanding vocabulary
for describing brightness, transparency, and color.

It

was shown how the early prophets and poets in The Bible,

the Bhagavad Gita, and the Dead Sea scrolls relied on basic
metal and fire and jewel descriptions, because that was the
only way they could describe the heavens, but as

technologies and knowledge increased in the Renaissance
and post-Renaissance and modern era, visionaries developed
more evocative descriptions.

Scientists may never develop a machine that can

bring the heavens into focus so that mortals can see them.

Mystics say that the heavens can only be perceived by
enlightened visionaries.

If this is true, the descriptions

of the supernatural dimensions given by visionary artists
and poets are the only means available for offering most
mortals a visualizable conception of the heavens.

These

heavens are in one sense, according to the belief of most
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of the worlds religions, the ultimate frontier which all

people will someday explore.

Since the heavens are

unearthly, describing them represents a great challenge to
visionary artists and poets, because they must rely on
earthly symbols and words and sounds to create a

semblance of the supernatural regions.

How these artists

and poets have attempted to accomplish this difficult task
has been the primary consideration of this thesis.
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